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PREFACE to MARXIST BULLETIN #4 

Expulsion from the Socialist l.vorkers Party 
(documents on the exclusion of Revolutionary Tendency supporters) 

Marxist Bulletin #4, Parts I and II, documents the provo
cations, suspensions and finally expulsion by the Socialist 
Workers Party of its left wing minority, the Revolutionary Ten
dency (RT), the predecessor to the Spartacist League. This col
lection of discussion material consists of the most significant 
portion* of material~-well over half--from a special five-bulle
tin series, the SHP's rlInternal Information Bulletin,rI origina
ted on the occasion of our expulsion. In addition, there is in
cluded here some material which has never before been circulated 
outside the leadership of the SWP, and some, never circulated at 
all, anywhere. This suppressed material fully documents, among 
other things, the ugly provocation of the attempted rlraid" on a 
minority tendency meeting, a provocation clearly intended as a 
first effort toward our expulsion. (See document #1.) 

The purge reached its peak at the end of December 1963 when 
five members of the RT \ftlere expelled. Of the five, Lynne Harper, 
Larry Ireland and James Robertson were expelled on the grounds 
that they had manifested a hostile and disloyal attitude toward 
the party in written discussion circulated privately within their 
own tendency. The others, Shane Mage and Geoff White, were ex
pelled in effect for association, for having been leaders in a 
tendency which held or permitted views such as those expressed 
by Harper, Ireland and Robertson. These expulsions were based 
on purely ideological grounds; despite provocations, attempts at 
entrapment, etc., the RT \'las simply too strongly fortified by 
its consistent Trotskyist politics to permit itself to be pro
voked into either breaking discipline or voluntarily leaving. 
Hence, neither the Control Com.l11ission nor the Political Committee 
could produce one piece of evidence showing a single disloyal 
action on the part of the HT. In fact, through the whole course 
of the struggle, the RT members pointed out their past disci
plined acceptance of the political line of the Majority and re
affirmed their intention to comply with it in the future. It 
was not the RT which wished to flout discipline; it was the SWP 
Majority which sought by its actions to remove internal party 
democracy. 

The Majority was so concerned with ridding itself of critics 
who would point out the SWP's increasingly precipitous surrender 
of a working-class perspective that it refused to heed the warn
ing given by a prominent majorityite party spokesman at odds with 
the Dobbs regime, Myra Tanner Weiss; "The 'evidence' of 'disloy
alty' submitted in the report consists entirely of opinions, and 
no one in the history of the Socialist Workers Party has ever 
been punished for thoughts that differ with those of the majority 
--nor ever can be if we are to remain a revolutionary force .... To 
violate the right of a faction to its own internal life is to de
stroy the Leninist conception of organization. ll (See document #5.) 
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Dobbsian Logic 

The logic of the argument with which Dobbs defended the purge~ 
first in his report to the New York branch, then in his report 
to the plenum, could be ordered into the following set of neatly
patterned syllogisms: 

1. The Minority is hostile to the Majority. (See our char
acterization of the Majority~ made first in internal 
tendency discussion, subsequently published as Marxist 
Bulletin #2.) 

2. But, says Dobbs, "the Majority is the party." (See docu-
ment #7.) 

3. Therefore, hostility to the Majority is party-wrecking. 
4. Therefore, the Minority are party-wreckers. 
5. Therefore, the Majority leadership needs no evidence of 

specific acts of disloyalty te the party--hestility te 
the Majority is eneugh. (See document #20, especially 
p. 76, for Dobbs' admission: OWe den't have te await 
fermal proof of specific hostile acts, nor de we have te 
let concrete evidence pile up, .one fact upon anether, un
til the sheer wej_ght of their attack on the party makes 
their patent disloyalty obvious even to the most blind. 
Disloyalty requires cerrective measures~ right here and 
new. ") 

6. Therefore, purge! 

The Majority's solution to the preblem .of its own pelitical 
degeneration, brute organizational force deSigned to remeve all 
critics, helped to speed up the demise of the SWP as a revolu
tionary organization. And these expulsions were not the last. 
More RT supporters were expelled; then supporters of other ten
denCies, both left and right, (Wohlforth, Philips and Swabeck) 
were pushed until they broke diSCipline, then were formally ex
pelled, while whole local branches (New Haven, Seattle and Mil
waukee) left. At length, tbe SWP had purged its ranks .of nearly 
all who could have served as any kind of brake en its own increas
ing revisionism, abstentionism from class struggle and .opportunist 
adaptation to non-proletarian forces, or even of those who offered 
any opposition to the organizational strangulation being perpe
trated by the Dobbs regime. 

Interna ti? __ ~~J.:. J.mplica t~ons 

These expUlsions revealed not only the SWP's .own pelitical 
bankruptcy. They also cut away all the centrist verbiage which 
had circumspectly clothed the Reunification Congress of the t1Uni_ 
ted Secretariat of the Fourth International'! CU. Sec.). The Pab
loist forces had sought in 1963 to effect an all-inclusive reuni
fication .of the world Trotskyist movement, en a revisionist basis 
and with all past differences buried. In order to attract the 
many groups opposed to the political basis for reunificatien, the 
Pabloists promised full democratic-centralist organizatienal prin
ciples. Dobbs and Hansen, in the Fall 1963 International Social
ist Review, claimed that: "The ceurse now being folTowed by Healy 
and Posadas and their followers is much to be regretted. Under 
the democratic centralism which governs the Fourth International> 
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they could have maintained their political views within the or
ganization and sought to vlin a maj ori ty . rr 

On the basis of these pledges, we appealed our expulsions to 
the U. Sec., asking it to rectify the SWP's flagrant organization
al abuse of our democratic minority rights. The U. Sec. reply 
gave the lie to its claim that the reunification had aimed to in
clude all trTrotskyists" who would abide by the decisions of the 
organization. It upheld, on the basis of ideological differences, 
our expulsion, attempting however to throw up a smoke screen with 
the assertion that the publication of Spartacist No.1, coming 
three months after our expulsions, was a "violation of the prin
ciples and practices of democratic centralism which require a mi
nority in a revolutionary socialist party to abide by majority 
decisioi1:'"" (Our emphasis. See document #28.) 

By its action the U. Sec. proved that it was neither an in
ternational nor a democratic centralist organization: It corrobo
rated, by its refusal to intervene, the open knowledge that the 
Pabloists had made a deal with the SWP, offering a "hands-offn 
policy toward the U.S. section, in exchange for the SWP's defec
tion from its earlier principled struggle against Pabloism. And 
it indicated, by its disregard of our rights as a minority ten
dency, how little its own promises of democratic centralism had 
meant. 

Final Break 

Finally we did become "splitters" (more accurately, the SWP's 
departure from revolutionary Marxism became a categorical split). 
The November 1965, Washington, D.C., anti-war conference marked 
definitively and publicly the SWP's betrayal of class-struggle pol
itics and revealed its passage into reformism. Its organizational 
maneuvers there, designed to build a centralized national member
ship organization of independent anti-war committees on a single
issue basis, marked its rush into classless, popular-front poli
tics. The basis for any truly revolutionary party's participation 
in a united front must be its class program. The SWP should have 
utilized a Marxist understanding of the objective processes of 
capitalism in order to educate sections of the anti-war movement 
toward class struggle against the cause of war--the capitalist so
cial order. But the SWP at that conference subordinated its pro
gram to the possibility of building a petty·-bourgeois pacifist 
coalition around itself. It subordinated program to the Stalin
ist idea that a classles:s peace movement can stop an imperialist 
war. Such subordination was a betrayal of the anti-war movement 
and of the working class, for it can only lead to the movement's 
eventual support of the liberal bourgeoisie. More particularly 
it completed the destruction of the SWP as a proletarian revolu
tionary party. When the S:VP destroyed its own class program, it 
became impossible for us to henceforth defend or support the SWP 
as loyal members--we withdrew our remaining supporters still in
side the SWP, who resigned in principled fashion. 
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Non-Split Orientation 

An interesting aside is the implicit refutation of the Ma
jority's charges against us contained in the fact that a fraction 
of Spartacist supporters on the West Coast could remain within the 
SWP for more than a year and a half after the initial expulsions. 
That comrades could continue acting as both loyalSWP members and 
disciplined supporters of Spartacist's politics gives the lie di
rectly to the Majority's earlier accusations of wrecking and split
ting. It was only the ever deeper and fuller political transfor
mation of the SWP that later made membership by revolutionary 
Marxists untenable. 

As further refutation stands the fact that the party tops 
knew full well from other sources that what Wohlforth had handed 
them on a platter was nothing other than a pure frame-up of us. 
First, a precise anticipation of our overall course had been de
veloped by R.T. supporters as early as the Fall of 1961! (See 
MB #23 document #1; this document was later made available to the 
entire SWP membership by the R.T. as an appendix to its document, 
IIDiscipline and Truth", S\.I!P Discussion BUlletin, June 1963; it is 
to be reprinted in MB #3, part II.) Second, the Control Commission 
(i.e. Anna Chester) had Ireland's second document which had made ab
solutely unambiguous the falsity of Wohlforth's accusations; this 
document had been written a year earlier as a contribution to our 
internal tendency dispute (i.e., this document was not written after 
the fact as a "cover I!) • (See I"IB #2.) However, the C. C. never once 
acknowledged it had seen this document. Finally, in response to 
Dobbs' outrageous demand to see the tendency's internal documents, 
Robertson as an extraordinary concession submitted a copy of his own 
inner tendency draft contribution. (See the cover letter accompany
ing it, document #2.) Dobbs, however, carefully obfuscated this 
fact also. He told the New York membership the following half-lie: 
"I asked Comrade Robertson for copies of the Robertson-Ireland and 
Harper documents. He rejected this request and said the proper 
procedure would be to convene a Control Commission inquiry. II (See 
document #7.) ThUS, the Dobbs regime obviously knew the falsity of 
Wohlforthts charges against the R.T., and just as obviously, ~y its 
concealment of this knowledge, the party leadership showed its con
tempt for the SWP's own membership. 

1967 SWP Convention 

But all this does not mean that no more revolutionary Marx
ists will come into existence through struggle within the SWP! 
Far from it; in this sense the SWP is far from written off. In
deed wi thin a fevl months of the final !lfinal solution II of the 
SWP's minority question--getting rid of Virtually all the inner 
party opponents and critics of the \'lhole period since 1958--new 
differences have broken the surface in the pre-convention period. 
Thus a provocative discussion has erupted over whether to set up 
a separate (but equal?) all-black "Trotskyist" party. As one poor, 
naive SWP comrade put it: IINo one is calling into question our 
accumulated experience concerning the necessity for a vanguard 
party. It is only that the peculiar situation in the United States 
calls for two such parties, not one." (How nice this discovery is 
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for the security of the American bourgeoisie; too bad Lenin never 
discovered that the Czarist empire, the IIprisonhouse of peoples)!! 
needed a multiplicity of parties, all "vanguard!! of course.) In 
the 1963 pre-convention discussion article, "For Black Trotskyism, 11 

we accused the Majority of presenting a dual-vanguardist resolu
tion. This accusation was bitterly denied; today this liquida
tionist conclusion is rampant in the party. 

Of much more practical importance is the SWP's current anti
war discussion because the party--not despite, but--because of its 
effusive lip-service to Black Nationalism is steadily losing its 
few Negro members, while it is very heavily committed in the 
I1peace movement." But here a party critic has pointed out abso
lutely correctly and very clearly in attacking the party's pro
posed anti-war resolution: 

.... The struggle for withdrawal and the struggle 
to build an anti-imperialist antiwar movement. are one 
and the same. They are inseparable; to give up or 
subordinate one means to give up or subordinate both. 
Even if the withdrawal slogan did stand in the way of 
building mass actions, then the mass actions would 
have to be given up and not withdrawal. 

But does the withdrawal demand stand in the way of 
building mass actions? If other participants in the 
antiwar movement cannot agree with us on the with
drawal slogan·--the absolute minimum upon which we can 
agree programmatically--then we should propose only a 
united front of action against the war in Vietnam. 
We would demand that there be no official slogans and 
that each group has the right to build and participate 
in the demonstration under their own banners. With 
this agreed--and this should be the simplest thing 
to get an agreement on--we would participate in a 
committee to coordinate and publicize the action. 
This would be real non-exclusion, and would offer the 
best prospects for building the largest demonstra
tion possible. At the same time, it would not contra
dict the main activity of our antiwar work, that is, 
building the anti-imperialist wing of the antiwar 
movement. This would probably take the organizational 
form of programmatic united front based on withdrawal 
through which we would work and partiCipate in the 
antiwar movement as a whole. At the same time, this 
united front based on withdrawal would initiate and 
carry out its own independent actions and propaganda 
work. 

Our principled partiCipation is based on program 
and we never subordinate this program to united action. 
A united action resulting from such subordination would 
only be temporary and illusionary, and would in the long 
run, not only lead the antiwar movement to support the 
liberal bourgeoisie, but also would destroy the foun
dations and traditions of our own party. 
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And this comrade's written remarks end with a questionj the an
swer to which raises all the issues which the leadership had 
sought to bury by purging the minorities. He concludes: "It is 
for the above reasons that the party must reject the position of 
the PC draft as totally unacceptable and must begin to work out 
a new one. In so dOing, there remains one question to be answered: 
How has a petty bourgeois tendency been able to reflect itself in 
the party? It is only by answering this question that the party 
will be able to put itself back on the proletarian revolutionary 
I'oad. II And all 15 pages of Tom Kerry's supercilious, irrelevant 
reply detract not one iota from this critic's views. 

The reason for the SWP's continuing difficulties, which have 
barely begun again~ is simple: they flow from the contradiction 
betv.!een the party! s claim to a "Trotskyist TI heritage and its re
formist practice. In other or earlier organizations it is the 
"Marxist!! or "Leninist" heritage of social democratic or Stalinist 
groups which, coupled with direct experience in struggle, propel 
some inquisitive youth or worker militants in a revolutionary di
rection. Just as with such other groups, so too the SWP is ne
cessarily driven to disparage and ultimately formally to vacate 
its "heritage,1I i.e., its revolutionary Marxist origins. 

The Main Point 

What emerges from the great mass of documents making up MB #4, 
parts I and II, is a clear verification of our claims about the 
workings of the SWP in regard to our expulsions: by 1963, the 
degeneration of the party had reached such a point that for the 
first time in the history of the SWP, the leadership used expul
sions to rid itself of an internal opposition which met the Bol
shevik conditions for party membership--disciplined acceptance 
of the poliCies of the Majority. The Majority's assertions, con
tained here, that we were "splitters,1I that we were IIhostile" and 
"disloyal" to the party, are shOilTn for what they are: lies, de
Signed to protect the Majority from any criticism which might have 
stemmed its headlong flight into reformism. The clearest example 
of the SWP leadership's fear-inspired organizational maneuvers is 
the last document (#32) in this collection. In this prototype of 
double-talk, the SWP leadership attempted to convey the impreSSion 
that it was allowing our appeal to the 1965 SWP Convention at the 
very instant it was in reality denying our right to present an 
appeal before the highest body of the SWP. This last document 
serves also to point up for what it was the sophistry of the 
U. Sec.'s denial of our right to appeal to that body on the 
grounds that lIthe proper place to direct your request is, conse
quently, to the next convention of the SWP.lI (See document #30.) 

The last documents included here clearly show that we did 
exhaust every recourse constitutionally and organizationally pro
vided in an attempt to reverse our expulsions. These final ac
tions, attempting to reverse the expulsions, were simply an ex
tension of our history inside the party. Within the SWP, we had 
maintained an active and disciplined membership; we never sought 
exit from the party. 
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Thus we forced the decomposing SWP Bajority leadership to a 
historic turning point: our expulsion turned into a lie James P. 
Cannon's proud old boast that the only people ever thrown out of 
the SWP were those who sought it. Since that qualitative change, 
factional struggle--the attempt to fight to win other members of 
the party to one's own views--has been effectively, and almost 
formally, ended. T!Pre-convention discussion" has become just a 
ritualized safety-valve mechanism. 

First established by fiat of the leadership, the SWP!s de
parture from Bolshevik organizational principles was codified at 
the 1965 Convention. During the Convention, the refusal to hear 
our appeal was so crude and unprecedented that even a few Majority 
National Committee members found it too much to swallow and plead
ed that the Convention be allowed to "waste '! even ten minutes to 
hear the constitutionally-provided-for appeal. But even this con
cern for !'appearances" was voted down at the direction of the cen
tral party leadership. And finally the new 1965 Resolution on 
Organization gave formal cover to the SWP's long-developing de
parture from Bolshevik organizational principles. 

Marxist Bullet"in staff 
23 October 1967 

*Note: MB #4, parts I & II, includes over 60% of the volume of 
material printed in the five SWP Internal Information Bulletins 
on the expulsions. More importantly, care was taken in our 
printing to give full weight to the majority position, views 
and arguments; thus, for example, we print in full the two main 
presentations, one to the New York branch, the other to the party 
plenum, by the principal Majority spokesman, Farrell Dobbs, Na
tional Secretary. In addition over 20% of the material in MB #4 
is not to be found in any other source. 



Farrell Dobbs, 
National Secretary, SWP: 

Dear comrade Dobbs, 

1 

New York, N.Y. 
24 April 1963 

The attached statement by the I1inority on the Dobbs-Kerry 

motion I Party Discussion Procedure I is for the information 

of the National Committee. 

Fraternally, 

James Robertson 
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For the Risht of Organized Tendencies to Exist Within the Partyl--

Statement on the Dobbs-Kerry motion 'Party Discussion 
Procedure] 

I, •. the background events 

1. On the evening of January 28 of this year two young IVIajori ty 
supporters, new to party membership, thrust themselves uninvited 
into a Minority gathering in a private home. After some argument 
the intruders were prevailed upon to leave quietly, and the meet
ing then began. 

2. The gathering in question v'1as the second of b'1o Minority study 
sessions devoted to analyzing recent international documents. The 
scope and purposes of the study were announced as follows in the 
introductory portion of the circulated reading list for the study 
group: 'To Hinority supporters and sympathizers: Dear comrade, 
Hi th the publication inthe party dis cussi:::>n bulletin of .Trotski/.!s:_ 
Betrayed, the SLLts reply to the SHP Problems of the Fourth Inter
national, th~ international question has again become prominent 
within the party. This consideration together with the relative 
nearness of the opening of the convention discussion period has 
led the Minority to convene a study group. In order that Minority 
comrades be well informed and prepared to deal 1\'1 th the issues nov.; 
being raised, at least two discussion sessions on the current 
documents have been set.' (See appendix 1 for full text.) 

3.. It was apparent to the I>1inori ty from the shifting and finally 
police-like attitude of the young 'raiders' that their crashing 
of the meeting was not an innocent, if misguided, act. In any 
case they had no right to sit in on a political discussion of a 
grouping for which they had not shown sympathy or agreement such 
as would justify their partiCipation to any extent in a display 
of differences within the Tendency in its grappling with questions 
from a common political basis. In short, the ttl10 young comrades 
lacked sufficient political credentials to attend. Moreover, the 
incident had the marks of a deliberate provocation and a factiona~ 
excess by whoever had evidently deputized and sent the tvvo youth. 
On the day following the 'raid', a comrade of the Minority brought 
the incident to the attention of the party National Organizationa i. 

Secretary, comrade Kerry, with the request that it be informally 
looked into and that steps be taken to avoid repetitions. 

4. The result of the ~linority protest to comrade Kerry was the 
presentation by him of a report entitled 'Party Practice and 
Procedure in Internal Disputes' to the New York branch on Februar:> 
7. In his report comrade Kerry stated that the Minority study 
group violated party procedure and warned the Minority against 
repetitions of such violations. 

5. Under pressure from the floor during the discussion comrade 
Kerry admitted that the two young Majority1te raiders had indeed 
been sent by someone else into the Minority meeting. At the 
follot'Jing branch meeting on February 14 at vJhich the discussion 
was concluded, it vms revealed that the New York party organizer 
~nn Pnlttical Committee member, Carl Feingold, was the author of 
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the provocation and had sent the two youth on their assignment. 

6. At the Febru:=try 14 r.16eting, comrade !liyra Weiss introduced 
the folloNing r:lOtion: lThe branch disapp;roves of sending uninvite..:J 
comrades to n meeting of the Minority tendency and assures the 
Minority that its gatherings in the future l'Ji11 not be interfered 
~lith in this manner. I Comrade Kerry stated that adoption of this 
motion by the branch would result in his personally bringing 
formal charges against the Minority comrades 0: Corm'ade Weiss f 
motion v\]as overwhelmingly rejected by voice vote. 

I=L-_:tJ}.e . .Ro]J]:> E.:-Ke:r:'~x._~?_t ion 

7. In the New York branch meeting of February 28 a motion from 
the Political Comnuttee was read. This motion, entitled IParty 
Dj RC118!'ltnll l'J.·ooec1ure I, trJas presented in the PC by cOllu'ades Dobbs 
and Kerry. It upheld comrade Kerry's earlier report to the branch 
and stated in part: 'The Political Committee concurs with comrade 
Kerry in characterizing the actions of the Mage-Hobertson group as 
a violation of party procedure.' (See appendix 2 for full text.) 

8. In an immediate sense the Dobbs-Kerry motion does two grave 
vvrongs to the Minority and inner-party democracy -- one wrong of' 
omission, the other of commission. (a) The motion simply passes 
in silence over the nOH public fact of FeingoldJs authorship of a 
provocative factional excess and his talcing on the role of an intrc.· 
pal'\.;Y police chief. Instead of disaSSOCiating themselves from 
Fej.ngold 1 s abuses and adopting a motion akin to that offered by 
Myra ~veiss in the NY branch, the PC condemns instead the object of 
the 2.buse -- the Minority~ (b) The second v\]rong done in the D-K 
motion is no less serious. In seeking to defend an evidently 
valued colleague, comrade Feingold, the motion's authors have been 
led to a misre]2resentation of the actions of the Minority in order 
to i.a'y to--rriake ·theTat"t-eY-seem in violatj.on of party procedure -
thus justifying tacitly Feingold 1 s conduct. 

9. Specifically the I-Unori ty is charged Hith holding oral discus
sions on questions for which such action is not authorized by the 
National Committee. Thus the Minority is accused of breaking in 
fact, if not in words, \ilJith the democratic-centralist right of the 
party Ito orglnize the discussion and to determine its forms and 
limits.' The discrepanc~T between the charge and the real l'v1inority 
action lies in the follol'Jing: the discussion properly controllablE, 
by the party NC is that in the branches, formally or informally, 
l..~., amo!J:g thepart.y members1E-.~ .. a \\]hole. The discussion under- . 
taken bJ¥ the I/[inority was private, among its supporters and sympath
ize~s. The distinction is no fine point, for the purposes of the -
b-lO l{inds of discussion are entirely different. An intra-Party 
discussion is for arriving at the position of the party. Intra
rJIinori ty discussion is, as the Jl1inori ty announcement stated, in 
order I that fVIinori ty comrades be t'lell informed and prepared to deaJ 
wi th the issues no~'iT being raised I wi thin the party because of ~ 
among other things, I the relative nearness of the opening of the 
convention dis cussion period.' Thus the Minority action t'Jas one of 
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of clarifying positions to be introduced into the party discussion 
not of engaging in that party discussion. ' 

10. The Dobbs-Kerry motion obliterated this distinction. In 
order to overcome the discrepancy between charge and action, the 
D-K moti?n in characterizing the study. group ?~tted every reference 
to the s~mple fact that it was a Minor~ty study group; the very 
~'Jord t Minori tyl is not to be found in the quotation taken from 
the study group reading list and anno~~cement. Instead, only a 
quotation \'ias picked from it which suggests the opposite. Section 
1. of the D-K motion even states that the discussions were Tled 
by comrade Mage i'lho opposes the §artJl7 resolutions on the \'iorld 
movement. I This \'iould only be notable if the discussions \\1ere 
supposed to be intended for the general party membership. Further, 
the D-K motion opens by stating that the !1inori ty announcement was 
mimeographed, thus implying a mass distribution among branch 
members since the size of the Minority is too small to reasonably 
require such a mems of reproduction. Hence again, in another 
Nay, it is suggested that the study group \\1as a way to get around 
a party ban on discussion in the branches, i.e., to violate party 
procedure. But it is untrue that the announcement was mimeographed 
Typed carbons were made. Apparently one of these came into the 
hands of the party Majority, to be used both to make the traid l 
and to be quoted from in the D-K motion. Later several Xerox 
copies were also made from one of these typed copies. Finally, in 
verifying the real character of the study group as a Minority 
gathering it should be noted that when the young Majority support
ers vJere sent into the study group, they were turned away b~r the 
IvIinori ty even though the t\"10 youth acted in an initially naive, 
interested, friendly manner. 

III. meaning of the Dobbs~Kerry motion 

11. As soon as the reality of the situation is discerned it 
becomes apparent that not only is the D-K motion verdict against 
the f1inority as guilty of indiscipline based upon factual misrepre
sentation, but that it is a long st~p toward the effective pro
hibition of organized groupings within the pa~ty. And it is this 
latter implication which is the most sinister side to the shameful 
situation in which the PC has landed itself. 

12. The D-K motion by denying the propriety of the recent Minor
ity study sessions has threatened the right of any tendency to 
function within the party except during the pre-convention discus
sion periods. The obvious exception to this threatened prohibitiol, 
would be the Majority tendency whose role in higher party committ
ees and the official apparatus generally automatically serves the 
double purpose of both giving leadership to the party as a \\1hole 
and of imparting organization to the TJIajority iteself. This 
difference in the vital requirements of a majority and a minority 
is the reason \'ihy I factionalism l has historically been a charge 
usually levelled against minorities and why, for example, a 
majority is the last to organize as a formal caucus during a 
period ~f direct factional struggle. 
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13. To be denied organized existence at other times is to cripple 
opposition during the political struggles around the convention 
time to determine the political line and leadership of the party. 
Thus t>li thout the opportunity for trends ~'Ji th serious differences 
to prepare and organize in depth, let alone maintain continuity, 
the net effect would be to reduce the convention process itself 
to ritual having more the effect of a safety valve for ventilating 
grievances than of a real opportunity for a minority to seek to 
become a majority, since any challenging grouping would possess 
an ad ~ quality and be at a fundamental disadvantage. 

14. The lorganizational question', particularly the question 
of the right of tendencies or factions to exist within the party, 
is closely related to and r.1.erges Nith the other elements in the 
political program of a movement. Although the Dobbs-Kerry motion 
arose out of particular incidents and resulting challenges to the 
authority and prestige of leading members of the party Majority, 
it is insufficient to explain solely in such limited terms what 
amounts to a step by the SWP Majority towards emptying the content 
from the domocratic component of a living democratic-centralism. 
In the view of the Minority this new position by the PC is related 
to the atrophying of a real perspective of building a mass Bolshevi:<:. 
party capable of leading the proletarian revolution in America. 
Thus the party likei'iise becomes insensitive to the vi tal need for 
maintaining those democratic internal qualities which are indis
pensable in mastering the sharp turns on the road to workers power. 
Rather, the SWP Majority, i.e., those sections of the Majority ~'Jho 
set its tone, increasing looks to social forces or formations 
other than the industrial working class and its vanguard party as 
the harbingers of socialism internationally and nationally; and 
it sees itself tending to play another kind of auxiliary; advisory 
role to these various formations or bureaucracies whose own intol
erance of internal opposition is well known. 

15. The underlying political basis to this slUft in organizatj~onal 
outlook by the Majority is clearly and correctly spelled out at 
length in two documents of recent years. -- One of these is Il!!. 
~~~~i-0n?-~l~e-~fji-;-~~;~-r-~~YB~1{-~¥i*t~~-1-~--·2J~--~~-~-t~~~{l~'~'l~~ic which 
was presented to the S'trJP in March 1962 by several comrades includ
ing those of the present Minority. The other is the current 
international resolution of the International Committee of the 
Fourth International, I The itlorld Prospect for Socialism t (in 
Labour RevieN, Winter, 1951). 

IV. ~'lhere ~'Je_stand on the Dobbs-Kerry motion 

16. The Minority declares: 
I-that it has and v]ill strictly abide by the democratic

centralist practices, discipline and responsibilities normal to 
the Trotskyist movment; 

2-that it will not surrender the necessary and essential 
attributes and functions of an organized and internally democratic 
tendency; 
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3-that it recognizes the right of existence as an orgwli
zed tendency is only justified by the most serious political 
differences such as all sides acknowledge exist within the party 
today. 

for the rlinori ty: 
Shane Mage 

James Robertsm. 
Geoffrey \mi te 

25 March 1963 



APPENDIX 1. 7 
15 January 1963 

To Minority supporters and sympathizers: 

Dear comrade, 

With the publication in the party discussion bulletin of 
Trotskyism Betrayed, the SLLr s reply to the SWP Pro_b1~~9£~ 
Fourth International, the in~ernationa1 question~as again become 
·prominent wi thin the party. This consideration together \vi th the 
relative nearness of the opening of the convention discussion per:i.o0 
has led the Minority to convene a study group. In order that rvTin
ori ty comrades be \'ie1l informed and prepared to deal with the issues 
not'i being raised, at least two discussion sessions on the current 
documents have been set. 

These sessions Ivill be led by Shane Mage and will be held ••• 
at 8 to 10 pm., on Monday, 21 January, and Monday, 28 January. 

Our intention is to subject all the material under discussion 
to a searching examination. Comrades should feel not only free, but 
under obligation, to tru{e a most critical and challenging approach 
to the discussion material so that the discussion participants will 
gain the most thorough understanding and ability to handle the 
various positions. 

The documentary material under discussion (which prior to the 
sessions you should have recently read or reviewed) includes: 

1. Problems of the Fourth Internatio~a).-=-_=-._an.sl_~h.~}fe~t..e.t_<?])_s_ adopt
ed by the S1'T?-NC ~ June 1962 ("in Discussion Bulletin Vol. 23, 
No.4, July 1962) 

2. Critical Notes on I Problems of the F.I. f by Shane 1.\1age, June 1962 
. (some copies now circUlating, to appear in the Discussion 

Bulletin) 
3. Trotskyism Betrayed critique of 'Problems of the F.I.' by SLL-NC, 

. ( in D. B • Vo 1 • 24, No.1, Jan. 1963 ) 
4. Cuba--the Acid Test fA Reply to the Ultraleft Sectarians' by 

Joseph Hansen, Nov.1962 (in D.B. Vol. 24, No.2, Jan. 1963) 

The immediate background documents to the above include: 
5. The vrorld Struggle for Socialism adopted by SWP National Conven

tion, "June 1961 
6. The World Prospect for Socialism adopted by SLL 1961 National 

---COnference, subsequently amended and endorsed by the Interna
tional Committee (in Labour Review, Hinter 1961) 

7. In J2~!..2n~"?_QL.9:.-Revolutionary Perspective presented to SvlP by 
the.MinQrity, March 1962 (iri D.B. Vol. 23, No.4, July 1962). 

With Leninist greetings, 

Jim Robertsm 
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Party Discussion Procedure 

IV1Cltion by Dobbs and Kerry: 

1. In a mimeo graphed letter of Jan. 15 Comrade Robertson announ
ced the convening of a I study group! to discuss current documents 
on the world movement. His letter called for !a most critical and 
challenging approach to the discussion material so that discussion 
participants will gain the most thorough understandlng a."1.d ability 
to handle the various positions. I The I study group I was led by 
Comrade Mage who opposes the 1961 convention and 1962 plenum resol
utions on the ~\1orld movement. In their action Comrades Mage and 
Robertson disregarded the 1962 plenum decision limiting disc1.1RR.ion 
on the IIJorld movement to Ii terary form until the preconvention 
discussion is officially opened. They b~~assed required party 
procedures and acted without the knowledge or consent of the Ne~\1 
York branch leadership or general membership. 

2. At the request of the branch executive committee, Conu'ade Kel'l'Y. 
as National Organization Secretary, led a branch educational on 
discussion procedure in internal party disputes. He explained why 
the Mage-Robertson actions violated party procedure, described the 
correct norms as they have been set down in party resolutions and 
cautioned the comrades against further violations of this kind. 

3. During the discussion from the branch floClr Comrade Myra 
stated that Comrade Kerry, in characterizing the actions of the 
!'lage-Robertson group as a violation of party procedure, was 
presenting only his personal point of vieN and not that of the 
party. Later Comrade Myra notified the National Secretary that 
she ~'lished to have her dispute with Comrade Kerry placed on the 
PC agenda. 

4. The Political Committee concurs with Comrade Kerry in charact
erizing the actions of the Mage-Robertson group as a violation of 
party procedure. Attention is called to the discussion norms set 
forth in a resolution IOn the Internal Situation and the Character 
of the Party,! adopted by the 1938 founding convention of the 
party and subsequently reaffirmed by the 1940 party convention 
and the IVlay 1953 plenum of the National Committee. Concerning 
discussion procedure the 1938 resolution states: 

I Party membership confers the fullest freedom of discussion, 
debate and criticism inside the ranks of the party, limited only 
by such decisions and proviSions as are made by the party itself 
or by bodies to which it assigns this function. Affiliation to 
the party confers upon each member the right of being democrati
cally represented at all policy-making assemblies of the party 
(from branch to national and international convention), and the 
right of the final and decisive vote in determining the program, 
policies and leadership of the party ••• 

IThe rights of each individual member, as set forth above, 
do not imply that the membership as a whole, na~ely, the party 
itself, does not possess rights of its otm. The party as a whole 
has the right to demand that its work be not disrupted and dis
org~~ized, and has the right to take all the measures which it 
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finds necessary to assure its regular and normal functioning. 
The rights of any individual member are distinctly secondary to 
the rights of the party membership as a whole. Party democracy 
means not only the most scrupulous protection of the rights of 
a given minority, but also the protection of the rule of the 
majority. The party is therefore entitled to organize the dis
cussion and to determine its forms and limits. 

'All inner-party discussion must be organized from the point 
of view that the party is not a discussion club, which debates 
interminably on any and all questions at any and all times, \'Jith
out arriving at a binding decision that enables the organization 
to act, but from the point of view that tve are a disciplined party 
of revolutionary action. The party in general not only has the 
right, therefore, to organize the discussion in accordance with 
the requirements of the Situation, but the lower units of the 
party must be given the right, in the interests of the struggle 
against the disruption and disorganization of the party1s work, 
to call irresponsible individuals to order, and, if need be, to 
eject them from the ranks. 

'The decisions of the national party convention are binding 
on all party members without exception and they conclude the 
discussion on all these disputed questions upon which a decision 
has been taken. Any party member violating the decisions of the 
convention, or attempting to revive discussion in regard to them 
vvithout formal authorization of the party, puts himself thereby 
in opposition to the party and forfeits his right to membership. 
All party organizations are authorized and instructed to take any 
measures necessary to enforce this rule.' 

5. A copy of this motion shall be provided to the Netv York 
branch for the information of the membership. 

(adopted - Friday, February 22, 1963) 

(read to NY branch - Thursday, February 28,1963: 



Farrell Dobbs 
National Secretary 

Dear comrade Dobbs: 
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Nevv York 
July 9, 1963 

I have carefully considered your letter to me of July 5 
tvhich stated: 

lfAttached you will find a copy of Discussj.Ol1 P,1l1J Atin, 
Vol.24, No.27, containing a statement, Nith three appel.l.ilif"'PFl ... 
submitted by the IReorganized Minority Tendency.! 

ttl call your attention to references made therein to a 
IRobertson-Ireland document I and a !Harper statement! which 
have been Circulated by your faction. 

If I hereby formally request that you immediately provide 
me with copies of both these items~l 

You have apparently been misled concerning the nature of the 
material of which you request copies. In the course of developing 
views of the Minority over the past period a great many p.9.ges of 
material have been written and supplemented by extensive oral 
contributions. Included in the written material are correspondence 
and summaries of phone calls, draft documents or sta ternents and 
suggested amendments, discussion comments and critiqu€S, procedural 
proposals, and the like. Certain of the material has now been 
brought to your attention by references in vlohlfor'i/hl s and Philips' 
old inner-tendency discussion material and correspondence which 
they have submitted to the bulletin. The views offered by comrade 
Harper and by comrade Ireland and me were contrjbutions to the 
necessary internal process of arriving at tendency positions such 
as those presented to the party during the current pre-convention 
period. The particular documents in question were never adopted 
by the tendency nor to my knowledge have they been circulated among 
Majority supporters. (Presumably had they been so circulated, 
you l'lOuld now be in possession of copies.) 

On the face of it you Ivould seem to have no more right to 
copies of these documents you formally request than to other such 
materials from the files of the Minority. Nor is your request 
different in Idnd from asking for Majority observers to be present 
in tendency meetings, to listen in on tendency phone calls, or 
to scrutinize tendency mail. For that matter, you would have no 
more right to such access than a Minority supporter would have to 
monitor the Majority1s meetings, internal reports, preliminary 
drafts, etc. 

\fuile not indicated in your note, it may be that you t'Jere 
asking for these documents not as an outrageously mistaken lright f , 

but rather as a privilege -- a request which is entirely in order. 



If this latter is the case I must respectfully draw your atten~ 
tion to the sentence from the Minority!s !Discipline and Truth-
Reply to Wohlforth!' in which it is stated that !We are not at 
all interested in carrying old inner-Tendency disputes to the 
Majority or involving it in our arguments ~vith Wohlforth. t 

There is another consideration which you may have in mind 
in making a formal request for copies of these writings: that of 
a fishing expedition for either general information to embarrass 
the t>linori ty in some tvay or else seeking after evidence in the 
documents to support Wohlforth's accusations of indiscipline 
against myself or other supporters of our tendency. If this latter 
is the case and if, even after the Minority's documented reply 
'Discipline and Truth', you still entertain any substantive doubt 
as to the self-serving falseness of Wohlforth's charges, the proper 
way to proceed is, of course, to cause a trial body or control 

, commission inquiry to be convened. 

Thus by every test but one, your request fails to find a 
proper, or sufficient justification. The only remaining ground 
~lJould be that of sheer organizational intimidation on the basis 
that anything the National Secretary asks for is damn well to be 
complied with. Such a justification unfortunately has been well 
prepared; the political contribution to date,of the party leader
ship to the pre-Convention discussion has had as its central axis-
threats. This is so even though no member of any Minority in the 
SWP has said or implied anything other than the ready acceptance 
of party decisions including those of the coming Convention. 

As an enormous concession in order to improve the atmosphere 
for political confrontation as we enter the final phase of the 
convention period, I am making an extraordinary effort tO~lJard 
satisfying your formal request by enclosing Ell Ot-In written contri
bution from among those which you asked for. I must stress that 
this partial compliance with your request should not be taken as 
1Q any way setting precedent, nor does it imply or initiate any 
right by Majority comrades to be privy to the processes in which 
the Minority tvorlcs out its views. 

Moreover, it is not my place to supply you with the private 
written thoughts of other Minority co~~ades. Should you be suffi
cielltly curious about additional material from within our Tendency, 
I feel sure that at your slightest suggestion comrade Wohlforth 
1iJould readily oblige you. Indeed he has already seen fit to publis'-L 
an extract in the party bulletin of a document which did not come 
into his O\'Jn possession in a straightfortlJard fashion. I am refer
ring to a draft letter tlJhich had been considered by us, but not 
used, as a reply to the Philips-Wohlforth I Reorganized I grouping. 

Cornradely, 
James Robertson 

[Encl. Part I - IThe Centrism of the SWP' 
plus first sentence, Part II.] 



James Robertson 
New York City 

Dear Comrade Robertson: 
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August 16, 1963 

Enclosed is a copy of the Political Connni ttee motion of 
August 2, 1963, requesting an investigation by the Control 
Cowndssion of charges publicly made against you. 

In conformity with this motion we request that you apPAar 
at a hearing to be held at 116 University Place. PJeafle tBJephow=
SU 7-4259 on Monday, August 19, between 6 pm and 10 pm, to 
arrange date and time suitable to you and to the Control Comm
ission. 

The party constitution makes the following provisions con
cerning the Control Commission: 

'The Control Commission, on completion of its illvesti
gation in each case, shall present its findings and 
recommendations to the Political Committee for action. 
Action shall be taken by the Political Committee, or by 
the National Committee, in those cases referred to it by 
the Political Committee ••• 

'It shall be obligatory on every member of the Party 
to furnish the Control Commission or its authorized 
representatives with any information they may require.' 

Please bring \1i th you to the hearing the rna terial pertinent 
to this investigation. 

Fraternally yours, 

for the Control Commission: 

Anne Chester 

John Tabor 



Attachment to P .. C. rUnutes No .. 1, AUf0.::st 2, 1963. 

Hotion by Cannon-Dobbs-Hansen-Kerry and Warde: 

On Robertson-Ireland-HaEPer Case 

During the pre-convention discussion, the Wohlforth-Philips 
tendency made certain accusations of a most serious character, 
involving the party loyalty of the Robertson-Mage-White tendency, 
In a statement published in Discussion Bulletin Vol. 24, No. 27, 
they ~vrote: 

II It became clear to us that a section of our tendeu<.;y had 
simply \-vri tten off the party as a whole without a serious struggle 
to reorient over a period of timethe-best working class cadres -of 
the party. In addition they displayed no serious interest in the 
work of our party in the mass movement and instead sought to retl'eRt 
into a comfortable !study circle. 1 And finally their evolution 
seemed at that time to be propelling them rapidly in the direction 
of a split from the party.!l (page 4.) . 

As evidence that the Robertson-Mage-vlhite tendency were moving 
toward a split, the 1"Johlforth-Philips tendency attached three docu
ments as appendixes to this bulletin. In these, they cite the 
follo~'Jing to substantiate their charges: 

(1) Hostile Att}tude toward the Party. 

Referring to a "Robertson-Ireland ll document, the following 
is stated in Appendix II: 

!lThese comrades, as they have no class analysis of the party, 
begin ~Ji th a feeling of deep alienation from the party as a. whole. 
This is expressed in a thousand little ways throughout 1;be -docume:nt. 
lWe have no intention of building centrism,l Robertson-Ireland 
state, and they caution us on having I any mistaken concepts of 
loyalty to a diseased shell. 1 Along the same lines is their dis
tinction between the discipline of the party and the discipline 
of the tendency. They claim to reject the former and adhere to 
the latter.1! (page 20.) 

(2) Double recruiting. 

On this violation of party discipline and elementary loyalty, 
it is asserted: 

tlTheir activity, to the extent that it occurs at all, takes 
on a I circle building! character. This is expressed in their con
cept of t tldouble II recruitment. t They urge our tendency to take your 
fresh elements .. indoctrinate them ~'Jith our vielvs (in a careful 
manner of course so as not to get Icaughtl) and then sneak them 
into the party and into the tendency. II (page 21.) 
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lIWhile the comrades recognize that we cannot operate independ
ently of the party they urge us to operate through the form of the 
party as if we were in fact a separate organization. This is the 
meaning of their urgings that we I act as united blocs \.IJithin the 
party when approaching some outside activity as a strike, campus 
activity or the like.! Comrade Harper similarly urges us to function 
where the majority isn't." (pages 21-22.) 

ltFe>r us to consider opening up our tendency to non-party mem
bers is simply to invite disciplinary action from the majority. Th1.s 
is clearl¥ an action in violation of the statutes in our party.u 
(page 22.) 

(3) ,Split perspective. 

Referring again to the II Robertson-Irela.fld ll document, the 
follo~ving is stated: 

TtThe Robertson-Ireland orientation, taken as a whole, has an 
internal logic to it that the authors may only be partially atrJare 
of, or not aware at all. To state it openly and plainly theirs is 
a spl~,t perspective. A tendency which rejects party discipline (even 
if only partially) and party building, which seeks to sneak people 
into the party, trJhich functions in part as an independent entity, 
\lJhich carries on an organizational faction war wi thin the party, 
t-vhich, in violation of party statutes includes non-party members, 
tvhich is so deeply alienated and isolated from the party ranks 
that it has in fact already split in content if not yet in form-
such a tendency is going down a road which must inevitably lead to 
a split from the party.11 (pages 22-23.) 

In connection with this, Albert Philips offered the following 
in a letter attached as Appendix III: 

II The history of the revoluticmary movement is replete lvith 
individuals and little groups of frustrated and rootless petty
bourgeois, who under cover of revolutionary plu~aseology prepare a 
desertion of the revolutionary movement. 

IQ hope I am wrong, but the Robertson-Ireland Idocument,' 
taken together \IIi th the Harper statement on the YSA to trlhich he 
refers, appears to be heading in just that direction,and at top 
speed.lt(page 25.) 

Haking a comparison with the minority of 1939-40, Philips 
states that the Petty-Bourgeois Opposition of that time !ldid not 
start off \ld th a split perspective anY~'Jhere near as clearly enun
cia ted as that of Robertson ••• 11 (page 26.) 

In view of the grave charges contained in this material, Comrade 
Dobbs, acting in rds capacity as National Secretary, wrote to James 
Robertson under date of July 5, formally requesting copies of the 
It Robertson-Ireland document II and the TIHarper statement. !I 
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Robertson rejected this request, declaring in a letter dated 
July 9 that if Uyou still entertain any substantive doubt as to 
the self-serving falseness of Wohlforth1s charges, the proper way 
to proceed is, of course, to cause a trial body or control commission 
inquiry to be convened. 11 

From the floor of the July convention, Robertson made similar 
remarks concerning his rejection of any form of cooperation with 
the party leadership in ascertaining the facts unless a control 
commission were convened. 

In face of Robertson1s refusal to cooperate with the efforts 
of the National Secretary to clear up this question, Comrade Dobbs 
sent a formal request dated July 10 to Tim Wohlfor-th, requesting 
copies of the ITRobertson-Ireland document!! and the tfHal'ye~' Fttat.ellluHG!' 

Apparently solidarizing himself t'Ji th Robertson in this matter, 
~Vohlforth rejected the request, alleging that the documents that 
had been cited and quoted from in Discussion Bulletin Vol. 24, 
No. 27, were Ilprivate political material. 1I 

In view of this obstructionist course being followed by both 
Robertson and vJohlforth in a matter of vi tal concern to the i'Jelfare 
and discipline of the party, the Political Committee now refers this 
question to the Control Commission, requesting that it conduct an 
investigation into possible violations of the statutes of the party, 
especially involving R0bertson, Ireland and Harper. 

Adopted by p.e., August 2, 1963. 

* * * 



James Robertson 
305 West l03rd St. 
Apt. 3 
New York 25, Ne~'l York 

Dear Comrade Robertson: 
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November 2, 1963 

You are hereby officially notified that, effective 
immediately, the Political Committee has suspended you 
from membership in the party. 

As stated in the PC decision, you are barred from 
internal party meetings, denied access to int.ernal party 
material, and excluded from participation in any and all 
forms of internal party life and activity. 

Copies of the PC decision and the Control Commission 
report of October 24, 1963, dealing with this matter a.l'e 
attached for your information. 

FD:sf 
Attch. 

Comradely yours, 

Farrell Dobbs, 
National Secretary 
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Excerpt from p. C. Hi nlltes # 4, November 1, 1963 Attch.# 1 

!vIotion by Secretariat 

The basic organizational resolution, IOn the Internal Situa
tion and the Character of the Party,' adopted by the 1938 Founding 
Convention of the Socialist Workers Party, contains the follo~l]ing 
provisions: 

IThe party requires of every member the acceptance of its 
discipline and the carrying on of his activity in accordance 
with the program of the party, \'lith the decisions adopted. by its 
conventions, and ~11i th the poliCies formula ted and directed by the 
party leadership. Party membership implies the obligation of 
one hundred per cent loyalty to the organization, the rejection 
of all agents of other, hostile groups in its ranks, and intol
erance of divided loyalties in general ••• The party as a whole 
has the right to demand that its work be not disrupted and dis
organized, and has the right to tru{e all the measures which it 
finds necessary to assure its regular and normal functioning ••• 
All inner-party discussion must be organized from the point of 
view that the party is not a discussion club, which debates inter
minably on any and all questions at any and all times, without 
arriving at a binding decision that enables the organization to 
act, but from the pOint of view that we are a disciplined party 
of revolutionary action ••• The decisions of the national party 
convention are binding on all party members ~I]i thout exception and 
they conclude the discussion on all these disputed questions 
upon which a decision has been taken. Any party member violating 
the decisions of the convention, or attempting to revive discussion 
in regard to them without formal authorizat ion of the party, 
puts himself thereby in opposition to the party and forfeits his 
right to membership. All party organizations are authorized and 
instructed to take any measures necessary to enforce this rule.! 

As indicated in the Control Conmdssion 1 s report of October 24, 
1963, the foregoing provisions of the 1938 resolution are violated 
by the leadership practices of the Robertson-Mage-White group. 
Assuming the guise of a 'study circle l the group leadership 
projects a discussion policy that disregards convention decisions 
to close discussion or disputed issues and goes ahead 
factionally on a business-as-usual basis. In external activity 
they purpose to function as lunited blocs,) seeking tc Hark as 
free lancers in areas V'Jhere they are unhindered by the presence 
of comrades loyal to the party. They undertake the re~~xitment 
of outside contacts into the group on the basis of the group's 
program, methods and practices. New people recruited into the 
group are considered ready to apply for party membership only 
after they have first been indoctrinated against the program, 
convention deCisions and organizational principles of the party. 

Group discipline is put before party discipline. Group 
work ~'Ji thin the party is cynically projected. as I the best prJEsible 
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opportunity for building our tendency and not through any 
mistaken, concepts of loyalty to a diseased shell. I 

Such are the concepts, methods and practices with which 
the Robertson-Mage-Vlhite group is indoctrinated by its central 
leaders and by the Harper-Ireland propagators of the leadership 
policy. Those concepts, methods and practices are alien to our 
party, t'lholly disloyal and utterly intolerable. 

Because of their violations of party loyalty the Political 
Committee hereby suspends from party membership Comrades Robertson, 
Ivlage, I-mite, Harper and Ireland. Although suspension from member
ship does not constitute outright expulSion from the party it has 
the same force and effect concerning the exercise of membership 
rights during the period of suspension. Those suspended are barred 
from internal party meetings. They are denied access to internal 
party material. They are excluded from participation in any and 
all forms of internal party life and activity. 

The Political Committee refers to the plenum of the 
National Committee the question of further disciplinary action 
against the Robertson-Mage-\1p..i te group. 

Adopted by Political Committee, 

November 1, 1963 
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October 24 ~ 1963 

To the Political Co~ttee: 

Report of Control Commission on Robertson Case 

As requested by the Political Committee in its motion of 
August 2, 1963, 'i'Je submit on behalf of the Control Commission the 
following findings in our investigation of the Robertson-Mage
White tendency: 

I. 

During our investigation we obtained the text of the 
Robertson-Ireland document, II. The Centrism of the SWP (and) 
II. The Tasks of the Ninority,1 which had previously been t'lith
held from the party. A copy of the document is atta~hed. (Appell
dix# 1). VIe call your attention to the following statements 
contained therein: 

112. The majority rank and file ••• contains many valuable 
elements who tvill more and more become dis gus ted. • • One of our 
major tasks must be to recruit these corru~ades to our tendency. 
This in fact is our first line of recruitment ••• But this process 
••• is but one of the ways in which we will increase our numbers; 
it is by no means the only one and l.<Je mus t seriously begin to 
consider the possibility that we will not gain a majority follow
ing wi thin the party ••• 

113. We seek to recruit to the tendency. All organization 
tasks must be undertaken with this concept in mind ••• At present, 
largely because the S\,·JP is the ostensible revolutionary party in 
the eyes of the radical public and the party membership, we work 
through the SHP. But we can have no intention of building 
centrism. We wo~c within the party because it provides us with 
the best possible opportunity for building our tendency and not 
through any mistaken concepts of loyalty to a diseased shell. 

114. • •• our discipline must be t1i th the minority until 
that time vvhen progra.'TI and form are again 'tmited ••• but ••• it is 
lilcely that this will take some time. In the interim, we must 
not allo\il ourselves to drift back and forth confusing, now, 
discipline with the form of the SWP and, then, with the minority. 

115. Ours tvill be a problem of I double ! recruitment. As 
we s eel\: to build the tendency, therefore, a..'t1d as we have the 
perspective of working tvi thin the Sv.lP in the coming period~ 
recrui tment of new cadres from outside the party vJill involve 
considerable effort. There can be no question of meekly handing 
this raw material over to the party for conversion into careerists 
or a probable speedy disillusionment ••• this source of cadres 
for our tendency is second only to recr1.11 tment vJi thin the party 
and is therefore of the utmost importance. 
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'16. As our tendency builds its raw{s, the SWP will become 
more and more reluctant to accept members •• ~ tlJho are evidently 
supporters of the minority ••• We cannot drop thes€co mrades ~ 
On the contrary, He must keep them in as close a contact as pos
sible with the functioning and activities of the Socialist move
ment. Under no conditions must this vigorous netv material be 
allorlJed to I'Ji ther up and drift away because of insufficient 
political and organizational contact with revolutionary Marxism ••• 

'19 • ••• there is no reason why we cannot act as united 
blocs within the party tlJhen approaching some outside activity as 
a strike, campus activity or the like. This will always be a 
highly difficult proposition because of our position with the 
SI'lP, but we must attempt to utilize every opportwlity possible 
for recruitment ••• 

'21. The situation facing our forces is qualitatively the 
same in the youth as in the pal"ty. But in the youth a more open 
and revealing process takes place, paralleling the course of 
the SvJP ••• at no time must we fall into the trap of lending 
other than critical or conditional support ••• to the various 
proposals and activities ••• 

124. • •• a latent or explicit desire for minority comrades 
to shirk from mass contact and (centrist) party building concomit
a.l1t td th a preference to dis cuss revolutionary tvork as abstractly 
as possible ••• One of the most noteworthy complaints of these 
co~~ades is not that they do not wish to do party work, but that 
they do not care to be reduced to cogs in an autocratically managed 
centrist party, that is, a party which limits the areas of 
political usefulness. Our co~~ades want to be active, but they 
\\1ant to be active as revolutionary Socialists. Therefore, one 
of our major tasks at this moment is to become a study circle~ ••• 
The carrying out of these tasks necessarily presupposes study on 
all problems facing the proletariat- as a class en~aged in struggle 
as tvell as on all problems before its vanguard. I (Emphasis in 
original.) 

The Robertson-Ireland document also states: '22. The 
document submitted by Comrade Harper (Orientation of the Party 
Minority in Youth l'[ork /draft/) on 8 August 1962 to the Ne~1j 
York Tendency contains 'our hasic position in regard to youth work. 
This document should be supported, developed and implemented at 
every opportunity.' The text of the Harper draft is attached. 
(Appendix #= 2.) It contains the follo~\1ing statement which we 
call to your attention: 
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16. ... vve should pick and choose, channeling our energies 
into that work v'1hich Nill be mos t fruitful fQr Qur purposes. 
Examples of this sort of fruitful acti vi ty v'1ould be work on 
campuses and in o:::'ganizations t'1here vve are relatively free from 
the hindrance of large majority fractions and actions vl1here ~'1e 
can independently bring in contacts, work vvi th them, and offer 
them our views of I'Jhatever struggle we are engaged in.' 

III. 

In these statements by the Robertson-Mage-White minority 
their hostile and disloyal attitude tOt-lard the part:>, is clearly 
manifested. 

(signed) 

Anne Chester (CC member) 

JQhn Tabor (CC representative) 
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by NIyra '.7eiss, Nov. 1, 1963 

~:IOTION': To l~e j ect the re~!ort of one elected member of the C02.ltrol 

Commission c:;,nCl a rtrepl"esent[",tive ff 8..S unfair, fc~ctionally motivated, 

al1c;, 2., vi:::>lO,tiol1 of the li:,.:ri ted province of the Control COr.1T.iussion. 

1. COJ:iT2c1es C1"e elected to t:le C021trol COInluissio:a, not on the 
be,sis of their ')oli -cico.1 :Q1c.turi t;}t, to evalua teJoli tic21 ~)osi tions 
[,~~1d. t~leorie8. 1111e7 eTe elected [;,8 people who c[..,TI be trusted to 
be f2ir, above tempor9.ry fr,c tione.1 ccliGnDen ts, and scrUi::n.l10usly 
2ttentive to facts 221c1 their verific['.tion. This re'Jort "lJreSUilleS 
to e:t:c.mine [mel evc,luc,te' )oliticsl aocuments, t~lOuc;hts, o-)il1iol1s, 
Q:ld to CllC,1'8.ctel~ize tl~e:":l as IfIoyc.l if or lIc1isloyal. If Such 211 under
ta~::inc; is beyol1cl the province of tIle Control Commission. 

2. The n evic1e~lce If of tf ci.isloyal tyrt submi ttec1 in the reyort consists 
entirely of o~;Ji::1ions 8....'1d no one in the history of the 30ci21ist 
-v"rorlr:en~ Perty 11.2S eV8r been yv..nisl1ec1 for thou:~ht8 that differ yli th 
those of the l1lajol~i ty -- :!.lor ever CC.~l 1)8 if vre ['.re to reElEtin 8, rev-
01ution~-l7 force. 

3. It is i:T)ermissible for [!. ruli:1,3 faction to use its ill2jori ty 
)O'.-'er to lJry into the 1,7ri tten or orC',1 '.-,ror!: of C~1. o]posi tiono.l 
tendency. Any fo'ction has the inaliel1.abl€ riGht to discuss freely 
[;"nc1 ill T)rivate its -joint of view. ?urthermore, t~le :mo..terial pre--
8e~ted by t~e re)ort does not consist Of faction decisions, but 
iJreliii:i.~laz7 opinions ex ,)l~esse c1 by i:n,c1i viduc,ls in the course of 
pre~)a2.~in:-; for C~eci8io.;.lS. 

Iro violcts t~le ric;ht of L, fLCtioll to its 0',7::'1 inter~1.8.1 life is 
to c18stro:I tile L:3ni:1ird; cO~lce)tio:;'1 of or{;Q~lisgtion. DemocrC',tic 
Ce:,l t:cccliG~~1110t 0:',117 ')lace 8 oblica tio:J.s on 2. minority to abide by 
the c1ccisioni.3 of t~18 l:tlc,jo:ci t], 'but i t '~JILces oblico,tions on tlle 
;n~"'.jori ty to protect t:~~:) 0_cL.lOcrc..tic ri,-;ht of or,:;E.nisec1 dissension 
f:)r mL10ri ties. 

1':'1 2,','1 e:')ocll H:lic~l '.7e hCTO c112.rr-_cterizeCL 2"S c.~ crisis of le2cler
s:d-J, ill en 8:'::[, ' .. Tlle~l socicJ.i;::;'1 suffe1~8 fro~:1 the !L1ol'1strou8 tyr21lny 
of Ste.linif."-:, it is 1m thi-1!TbL:: f'or 1.'.::: to lo'.-rer our 017:1. hic;h 
8tr',:lc;X.:!.~"::l8 of C~8~~10crcctic ')rocecluY':)s. The world. rev.)lutiol1 is lLt'1i t
eci. toc1c'.J i::1 t~le 8tri.<~Gle for socic.list c~e2210Cr2cy. If we are l1.ot 
its Cll['.L')io118 il1. OLD:' 0\7'-1 i~lter:ac..l fl'Clctionilc,', ue ho.ve no riGht to 
OCClrjY t~:::'8 revolu tiOl1C,lj pOC_iU::.il. 

4. l!'or t,\70 of t:l3 co:;rJl~2.d:::s cited fOl' su.G)e:lsio~1. by COmT2,de Dobbs, 
~:re arei.l0t eve:1 ~)rovidec1 n disloI8.l a quotes, ille~'211y obts.i,i1cc1. 
/11ere is the e-v-:..d8~lce of t~~Leil~ ;1 clisloYE'.1 tytr? J\.SSOCi2 tiol}? Bour
ceois 12,';7 is 2~t le2,st iori.1?,lly ::J.ore deLlo,crc.tic. 



5. ~~ven ':.cit>. select2~:. allOtes of selectecl cLocune:'lts, the loyalty, 
not fI(~-i<"1107alt7it of' t;lO "':li~10i~ii;lT te'J,ce'lc7 noul(~ be l"lCi."l·"'''T.er1 ..... -,... c) ..... ...1 .... - ...... ~ .. - - - tJ - I. '. V 1. -~ - -.-<:.....' 'w' .... -. 

Surely t~les8 cO .. lT·ules !:210'.7 tllc.t t:1G c18;.!:.C'~'ld to see t~leil~ internal 
f:'.c t:i.O:.l c1i8cl..lcsio:l ~:Q.2. t3riCll is 12 violr.tiol1 of their c1er~ocrc~ tic 
ri;2>ts. Yet t~ley S:10':: to o. COIDm.ission "!l.ember (locU;:le:lts tll2.t 
lllG~n~Jer 11[:0 110 ri:;11t to see. \Iill the repeatecl insistence of the 
l::.li:;''lori ty cO;',lT'ac1eo of i:clteT'eio:l to 2bic~G by t~le discipline of the 
-YC.l"t] Lvt.il i t 110tlli:'l~;? If the m.c.'1jori ty is so anxious for ['. spli ~ 
rrlw not llc.ve tl'~G -:)c.tienc e to rnJ.i t for flsubversive Ii t:l0W2:hts to be 
trQ~s12ted i~to deeQs? 

6. If the minority surre)titiously recruits youth to the Party 011 
the bccsis 0:2' its fcctio'.lCl line, \7hc.t is there to f8c.r? I"'l~e He 
not confidellt e::'10uc;1l of oux'joint of vier!, 2.l'ld Yri til full control 
of t:le -'~lUblic e::c)ression of it, to bo cel"tc,i:l tll::-:.t ':.'e ca...'1 YTin tile 
best to the li1£.jority? Since 1,'!l1e11 dL.l revolutionr.r] Trots~:ists 
h2,Ye to resort t) or3"c:.niza tion mec.ns to :9rotect its liberc,ti:l:S 
iclo:::-~s? I';.l~e 1'1e c:.frL".id they 1,'!ill recruit so ~n2l1y thClt '\7e sh2.ll no 
lonGer be tllG m2~jori ty? ThC' .. t is 'lmfortUl'l2.tely not very re2.1istic; 
but if it ,"Tere, 1:.'0 can 11o:)e thc.t '.7e 118.V8 88 t c. e;ood eX2.::1~?le of 
1'10'.7 a llc,jority should ru18. 

7. I ~JrO)08e thr.t ':.'8 c:.)oloc;ize to the :J.inori ty for the Ul1.Y!nrr&"1t
ed investi:;ction 2~1(: eX')l~OS[3 our desire to colleJ)orate in cODro.de
ly f~~8hio:i.1- in t~le future for the ';)uildin,:; of the Sc>cialict r;'or~;:ers 
Party. 



To the Political Committee of 
The Socialist Workers' Party 

Dear Comrades: 

November 5, 1963 

I have received official notification of the action taken against 
me and others by your meeting of November 1st. On every level 
your action is a shocking violation of the principles which I had 
been led to believe governed our organization in relation to its 
internal life, and ~'Jhich I believe to be appropriate to a genuinely 
revolutionary party. 

In the first place, we are suspended purely on the basis of opin
ions, attitudes, perspectives, forebodings, anticipations, and 
the like. No overt act is charged. Not only have we done nothing, 
we are not even alleged to have done anything; we are being dis
ciplined for criminal thinking, for alleged criminal intentions. 
This alone is sufficient, I believe, to condemn your action. The 
effect of your edict is to illegalize the process whereby a 
tendency arrives at its positions, and develops its tactics. The 
issue is not whether the Robertson-Ireland contribution to an inter
nal discussion is correct or not, but whether a comrade who holds 
such views can, in the absence of overt acts, be penalized for, 
them, and all others associated with them likewise regardless of 
whether or not, and to what degree they are in agreement. 

However, even were it admitted that alleged criminal intentions 
~'lithout criminal acts should merit punishment, you have not 
established a case even on this basis. Your method is to wrench 
out of context, a context of sharp struggle within our tendency, 
a series of admittedly somewhat overblown statements and various 
conjectures as to possible future developments, to give these the 
most damaging possible interpretation, and then to recoil in 
horror at a spectre of your own creation. 

There is, for example, the question of double recruitment. Persons 
recruited to the party by one or another individual almost without 
exception enter the party with the general outlook of the person 
or persons recruiting them. This is an inevitable outcome of the 
recruiting process itself, and does not mea~ that they are there
fore, if recruited by minority comrades, automatically committed 
to a struggle against the majority line. Rather they are predis
posed to favor those who recruited them and their views. This 
elementary fact of political life, which is of course well kno~m 
to you, I take to be the basis for this passage in the Robertson
Ireland document. Actually, to avoid double recruitment in the 
sense which the docunent uses it, not in the sense the PC [Politi
cal Cimmi ttee ] abuses it into, a minori ty ~lould have to cease 
recruiting to the party altogether. 

As for the !loyalty to a diseased shell l passage of which much is 
made, the basis for this statement is merely the concept which 
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is, I trust, held by all comrades of a r~arxist as opposed to a 
religious persuasion, namely, that the party is a means, and not 
an end in itself. 

The remaining specific pOints made by the PC based on the two 
documents before it are of even slighter merit, and the whole 
procedure is that of a prosecutor waving about a particularly 
titillating piece of evidence and not that of a responsible lead
ing political body evaluating a tendency within the party. To 
do the latter would require an objective assessment of the whole 
history and development of our tendency, and would include how 
alleged disloyal thoughts were implemented in disloyal actions. 
Both the objectivity and the reference to acts, however, are miss
ing from the motion of the PC and the CC [Control Commission] 
report on which it is based. 

The foregoing objections, however; do not exhaust the defects of 
this action of yours. Even were it admitted, as I deny, that the 
Robertson-Ireland document and the Harper statement are in them
selves actionable, no justification can be found in them for the 
suspension of Comrade Shane and myself. These documents do not 
have and never have had official status in our tendency. Section 
III of the CC report which refers to these as documents of the 
Robertson-Mage-White tendency is factually false. These documents 
were circulated in the tendency by the authors as individuals, 
and t']ere vd thdravm before they even came up for discussion in this 
area o At no time and in no place were they voted on by our tendency 
Under these circumstances only a concept of conspiracy law derived 
from the seamier side of the bourgeois law courts could justify 
the inclusion of Comrade Shane and myself in your action. 

Finally, I would like to point out that up until the time I 
received Comrade Dobb's letter of November 2nd informing me of 
my suspension, I had received no notification from the Control 
Commission or any other authoritative party body or leader that 
the tendency was under investigation or that disciplinary action 
was contemplated. Surely it would have been possible to set up 
a sub-committee of the CC in this area to take my testimony, or 
failing that, I could have been questioned in writing by the New 
York CC. The fact that this was not done further suggests 
factional motives for this action, and furnishes an additional 
example of your disregard for the essence of internal party 
democracy. 

I plead guilty then, only to being opposed to your political line, 
as I have stated before the party on numerous occasions. It 
should be needless to say that I regard this fact not as a fault 
but as a merit. 

In sum, then, and in formal reply to your charges, I state that 
I am not guilty on all points charged against me, and specifically: 
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1. I deny that I have practiced or advocated or believed 
that other leaders of our tendency advocated double 
recruitment of the type claimed in the charges. 

2. I deny that I have wished to split the tendency from the 
party or believed that other leaders l'lished to do so. 

3. I deny the intention to flout or evade the legitimate 
discipline of the party or that I believe that others 
intend to do so. 

4. I deny willful violation of any party statute, rule, or 
constitutional provision Yfhatsoever. 

5. I hereby file notification of intention to appeal your 
action to the December Plenum of the Nat.:i.onal Commi.ttee. 

Comradely, 

Geoffrey W. White 

Berkeley California 
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REPOR T TO NEW YORK BRANCH ON SUSPENSIONS 

By Farrell Dobbs 

1. Pre sentation 

Comrades, the purpose of my report tonight is to inform you of a dis
ciplinary action taken by the Political Committee. On November 1, the Poli
tical Committee suspended from membership in the party comrades Robertson, 
Mage, V{hite, Harper and Ireland. The action was taken after a report had 
been received from the Control Commis sion which the Political Committee 
had asked to conduct an inve stigation of the Robertson-Mage- White group. At 
the outset I want to remind you of the Constitutional provisions that specify 
the procedure to be followed in a matter of this kind. The Party Constitution 
invests the Control Commission with full authority to investigate any individual 
or circumstance within the Party as itmay deem necessary. The Commis
sion is authorized by the Constitution to designate representatives to partici
pate in such matters if the Commission so chooses. The authority of the 
Control Commission supersedes any local investigation or trial. It applies 
even in strictly local branch matters where, in the judgment of the Control 
Commission, its investigation is needed. 

In the case before us, we are dealing with a national problem and that 
is why action has been taken directly by the Control Commission rather than 
proceeding through a branch investigation. As the Constitution provides, the 
Control Commission presents its findings to the Political Committee for 
action. The decision of the Political Committee is binding upon the Party 
branch- upon all Party branches-and the branch has no authority in the 
matter. The comrades who have been suspended from membership by the 
Political Committee can appeal from that suspension to the plenum of the 
National Committee. Pending any action by the plenum on the matter, the 
decision of the Political Committee has full force and effect and the branch 
must by Constitutional mandate comply with the Political Committee directive 
on these suspensions. The report I am presenting tonight is therefore given 
for your information and not for any action by the branch. 

As a further preface, I will undertake to pre sent a bri ef sketch of the 
background factors involved in this case to help clear up some possible con
fusion concerning basic party procedures and principles and the enforcement 
of party discipline. For several year s, as you're all generally aware, we 
have been having a continuous literary discussion in the party, involving 
first the Chinese question, then later including the Negro struggle and then 
taking into its scope the question of the world movement. This proces s, as 
you know, culminated finally in a general pre-convention discussion that 
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began last spring. Now this long period of literary discussion, on the ques
tions I mentioned, was a special circumstance due to a series of unusual fac
tors stemming from the peculiar nature of those three que stions at that parti
cular juncture. This circumstance could well have given newer members of 
the party an unclear picture of our basic procedure. It could seem from the 
nature of that discussion that internal discussion is always in order within 
the party. It could seem that party policy can be tossed up for grabs at any 
time by anybody who so chooses. That's not the case. The party is not a 
perpetual discus sion circle. The party discusses in order to decide and it 
decides in order to act. It silnply took longer than usual on the three ques
tions involved. But firm decisions on those and other disputed questions were 
made at the convention of the Party last July. 

In addition to the circumstance of the long literary discussion, some 
confusion also resulted from the conduct of minority groups within the Party 
in the course of the discussion. What had been authorized as a literary dis
cussion was carried beyond the literary form. Not by chance, not by acci
dent, not out of ignorance, but by deliberate act. Comrades, particularly 
young comrades, were invited into private seances for coffee and conversa
tion to give them a one-sided view of the dispute within the party and warp 
their capacity for objective political judgment before they ever had a chance 
to participate in an open confrontation in the Party in a formal way. Spokes
men for minorities on the branch floor resorted to one and another ruse to 
shoot angles on various points on the agenda to introduce their political line 
and did so with the aim of trying to make it appear that the party has no set 
policy on anything. Branch procedures were disrupted, you may recall; 
majority rule flaunted; tendencies toward paralysis inflicted upon the branch 
by points of order, points of personal privilege, points of procedure, challeng.· 
ing the rule of the chair. In short, the party was subjected to a demonstration 
of factional hooliganism. 

Let me touch on some provocative acts on the part of the Robertson
Mage- White group. Last winter, you will recall, they set up a so-called 
study group here in New York. It was supposed to be for minority supporters 
and what they called 11 sympath i z e r S·1i of the minority. It was led by Comrade 
Mage, who was going to present his views which, as everybody in the branch 
knew, were in opposition to the majority views. And this so-called study 
group was organized behind the back of the party in violation of party proced
ures. The Robertson-Mage- White group was called to order by the Political 
Committee for this violation of procedure, after the correct procedure had 
been explained, as you will recall, when Comrade Tom Kerry, as National 
Organization Secretary, appeared before the New York branch on the question. 

What you may not know is that not long thereafter comrades Robertson; 
Mage and White jointly submitted a statement to the National Committee in 
which they denounced the Political Committee for its intervention with resped 
to their so-called study group that was organized in violation of party 
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procedure. They said that they will abide by what they termed lithe demo
cratic centralist practices, discipline and responsibilities normal to the 
Trotskyist movement. II They declared that they will not surrender what they 
term lithe necessary and essential attributes and functions of an organized 
and internally democratic tendency. II Now that l s a slick piece of double talk 
but it leaves some que stions. What do the leaders of the Robertson-Mage
White group consider "normalll in Party procedures? What 11 attributes and 
functions I I do they consider Ilneces sary and es sential" to their group? That 
they didn It explain. But later on we were to get a plainer definition of what 
the leadership of the Robertson-Mage- White group considers "normal, neces
sary. and essential" practices. 

You will recall that shortly before the convention serious charges 
were made concerning the conduct of the Robertson-Mage- White group by 
Comrade Wohlforth in an article that was published in Discussion Bulletin, 
Vol. 24, No. 27. The charges of Comrade Wohlforth involved the party 
loyalty of the Robertson-Mage- White group on three main counts: a hostile 
attitude toward the party, a practice of double recruiting recruiting 
people into the group and then seeking to bring them into the party and 
the projection of a split perspective. In his article Comrade Wohlforth 
quoted from a Robertson-Ireland document and a Harper statement. When 
the Wohlforth charges appeared, acting in my capacity as National Secretary, 
I asked Comrade Robertson for copies of the Robertson-Ireland and Harper 
documents. He rejected this request and said the proper procedure would be 
to convene a Control Commission inquiry. I then asked Comrade Wohlforth 
for copies of the docuxnents he had quoted. He too rejected my request, 
saying the documents he quoted were "private political material. II That I s 
where matters stood shortly before the convention. The party leadership 
took no further action at that time and I want to touch briefly on the reasons 
why. 

In a political dispute, particularly a serious political dispute of the 
kind we were engaged in before the convention, it is best generally to try to 
avoid organizational controversies .'Narn tho se who are guilty of violations 
of correct procedure, explain correct procedures, explain the party prin
ciples, but try to avoid mixing up political and organizational issues. In 
general it is best first to resolve the political issues on a political basis and 
then deal with the organizational problems confronting the party. Another 
factor that should be kept in mind is that organizational violations, particu
larly when they assuxne an intensive character in the course of a deep poli
tical controversy. are very often simply an organizational form of expres
sion of political differences, a form of expres sion that can involve very fun
damental questions concerning the character of the party, as is true of the 
case now before us. It was for these reasons that the party leadership took 
no further action in the period prior to the convention. But the action on . 
these organizational matters was only temporarily postponed; it was not can
celled, it was not relegated to the Greek kalends. In those circumstances, 



some comrades could get the mistaken impression that factionalists can get 
away with anything in the party. That's not the case. First we reach a deci
sion on the political is sues in dispute, and then we proceed to deal with indis
cipline and disloyalty. 

In that connection the convention marked a definitive stage in the devel .. 
opment of the internal party dispute. The political issues were firmly decided 
at the convention by an overwhelming majority. In the argument leading up to 
those decisions the minorities had received a full opportunity to present their 
views. Recall the huge volume of discussion bulletins that were published and 
recall the fact that the bulk of the material in those bulletins was submitted by 
minorities. Recall the generous time allotments that were given to minority 
reporters and minority speakers in the branches and in the convention. There 
was no suppression of their right to express their views. All that happened 
was that they lost the political argument in the party. 

While they were waging that political argument they raised a great hue 
and cry, a great clamor, about the democratic rights of minorities. They 
tried to create an impres sion that democracy is a possession only of a minor
ity, and that if you're a majorityite, you're automatically an anti-democratic 
hooligan who's got no rights, but who is just abusing the rights of poor, inno
cent, victimized minorities. Well that's not the case either. Party democ
racy involves more than the democratic rights of minorities, even though you 
wouldn't think so from the attitude. the minorities have manifested. They have 
claimed special license to defy majority rule. Why? Because, they argue, 
they constitute an organized group, because they've differentiated themselves 
in that organized way from the party as a whole. They act as though the 
majority had no authority whatever concerning their factional conduct in 
the party. They attempt to picture the majority of the party as simply a 
rival faction, and on that basis they claim equal factional rights with the 
majority of the party, contending that the majority can't interfere in their 
internal factional affairs. 

That's a concept absolutely alien to the Socialist Worker s Party. 
The minority has the right to present its views in internal discussion when 
issues are in dispute and a decision is being reached by the party. The 
majority has the right to enforce the party decisions, and the right and 
the duty to see that everybody in the party abides by the basic principles 
of the party. In the last analysis, comrades, the majority is the party. 
1111 tell you why. The role of the majority as the decisive force in the 
party flows right straight from the principle of majority rule. The right 
of the majority to decide is just as fundamental as the democratic right 
of a minority to present its views. In fact it's vital to the health and func
tioning of a revolutionary socialist combat party which we are working 
to organize. 
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The party has the right by majority decision to supervise the public 
activities of its members and to regulate all internal party affairs. For 
example: Minorities have the right to express their views internally 
when discussion has been formally authorized on an issue in dispute within 
the party. The party has the right by majority decision to regulate that 
internal discussion. Or again, minorities have the right within our party 
to form an organized group and nobody is challenging that right, nobody 
is seeking to impair that right. All that's happening is that, because the 
party through its majority insists upon the organized groups of minorities 
within the party living up to the principles and policies of the party, a 
phoney hue and cry has been raised that we're trying to suppress factions. 
That's not true at all. All that the majority of the party is insisting on 
is that organized minorities within the party live by, and within, the prin
ciples of the party and that they be loyal to the party. And the party has 
the right by majority decision to enforce disciplined and loyal conduct by 
organized minoritie s within its ranks. 

Now the reality of a party majority does not necessarily infer the 
existence of a majority faction. Basically it means party action by major
ity decision. There mayor may not be a majority faction, but the party 
majority has the right to organize itself as a faction, just as minorities 
are granted that right. The existence of organized minority groups within 
the party does not, as the minorities try to make it appear, automatically 
make the party majority simply a rival factional group. The fact is 
there is not a majority faction in the party today. The majority of the 
comrades in this party act simply as members who relate themselves to 
the party as a whole. A majority of the comrades in this party today func
tion only through formally constituted party bodies. They do not differ .. 
entiate themselves in perpetuity from the rest of the party on a special 
group basis. Their I s is a correct attitude. 

It's a big mistake, comrades, to think of the Socialist Workers 
Party as though it were simply a loose federation of factions. The party 
is not an all-inclusive political jungle that allows itself to be perpetually 
torn by factional warfare. That is not the nature of our party. Histori
cally our party has striven to constitute itself as apolitically homogen
eous body. Membership in this party presupposes basic agreement on 
program and on party principles. It is that basic component in the party 
that cements us and permits political compatibility, even though we 
have differences of opinion from time to time over one or another 
issue. It is those basic factors that permit us to maintain objective con
duct internally and to keep an equilibrium and a dynamism and a stability 
in the party with respect to carrying forward the work of the party, 
even though we may be having differences of opinion about one or 
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another point. Now, the fact that historically we have striven to be a basic
ally homogeneous party does not at all mean that we are a monolithic party. 
Not at all, not at all. The record is crystal clear. All down through the 
years of the existence of our party- and it certainly has been proven to the 
hilt in the most recent times- there has been ample room within the party 
for political differences, even major differences of serious import. The 
record is crystal clear that organized tendencies and factions are permitted 
to exist in our party, but there is something else that wants to be kept crystal 
clear as well. These organized tendencies and factions must abide by party 
principles and they must be wholly loyal to the party. 

Some of these basic concepts got lost from view to a certain extent 
during the pre-convention period. But now the convention is over and these 
principles have to be emphasized and practiced and enforced. In that sense 
the democratic rights of the party majority come to the fore now with full 
force and effect. The political decisions have been made by the convention; 
the line for the party work has been set; the discussion is ended until it is 
again officially authorized. Vie proceed now to party-building work on the 
basis of the convention decisions and on no other basis. No minority will be 
permitted to run wild inside the party. No internal dis ruption will be allowed. 
Flaunting of party principles, violations of party loyalty will not be tolerated. 

Now, at the convention, Comrade Robertson repeated his assertion 
that no information would be given concerning the Wohlforth charges unless a 
Control Commis sion inquiry was convened. Shortly after the convention, the 
Political Committee referred the matter to the Control Commis sian for inves
tigation. Hearings were held by the Control Commission across a period of 
several weeks, and a report was submitted under date of October 24, 1963, 
to the Political Committee. In its report the Control Commission stated: 
(See text of C. C. report elsewhere in this bulletin). 

The report of the Control Commission makes clear that the leadership 
of the Robertson-Mage-White group characterize s our party as a centrist 
party upon which they declare open season. It makes clear that they put 
group discipline before party discipline. It makes clear that theylre loyal 
only to the group and that they have no loyalty to the party. It! s a hostile 
attack on the party from within and illustrates what they consider "normal, 
nece ssary and es sential" practices within our party. The party has the right 
to tell the engineers of that scheme, youlll have to try it from outside the 
party, you canlt get away with it from within our ranks. And it l s the duty 
of the leadership of the party, before all others, to defend the integrity of 
the party against this attack. Otherwise the leadership would deserve to be 
tossed out of office and replaced by leaders who will meet their responsibili
ties to the party, and it's with that consciousness that the Political Committee 
has acted in this matter. 
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I now want to read to you the full text of the Political Committee deci
sion on this case: (See text of P. C. Motion of November 1 elsewhere in this 
bulletin) • 

A plenum has been scheduled for the last week-end in December. The 
National Committee at that time will make its own decisions concerning the 
question of further disciplinary action. But it is reasonable for the comrades 
to as surne that the Plenum of the National Committee will affirm the following 
basic obligations as conditions for party membership: Members of the party 
must comply with convention decisions; members of the party must adhere to 
party principles; members of the party must have unconditional loyalty to the 
party. P..nd no one will be allowed to stand immune from these basic obliga
tions. 

II. Summary 

Comrades, as I have listened to the minority spokesmen in the discus
sion here tonight, I've been reminded more and more of surnme r TV sche
dules. The whole thing was a re-run. They don't have any more sense of 
proportion on a fundamental que stion of this kind than they had in earlier 
times when they were maneuvering to get the floor to talk about a subject 
that wasn't properly before the branch in the first place. They've got no 
sense of proportion at all in any way, shape or form. 

We hear the same old argument: all the suspensions can mean is that 
the party is confronted with a crisis and why don't you sneaky bureaucrats who 
are running the party with an iron hand tell what the crisis is, instead of 
trying to fog the comrade s up with organizational measures. That I s the 
theme. There is a crisis, they say. Comrade Wohlforth adds to Comrade 
Steve's remarks On that count that the crisis is one of growing minorities and 
the majority doesn't know what to do about it except to take organizational 
action. Well I'll let you in on a little secret. You're going to find out there 
isn't any crisis in the party. You're going to find out just the opposite. This 
party is BoHd. This party knows the score. The pal"ty means business and 
it intends to enforce its principles. That was the m.eaning of the party conven,·· 
tion. The convention not only decided on the political issues in dispute, the 
convention made itself crystal clear on its attitude .toward the question of 
loyalty and discipline within the party, and that was a mandate from the demo. 
cratically-elected delegates at the democratically-conducted convention of 
this party to the leadership. The leadership is duty bound to carry out that 
mandate. 

Now all kinds of Philadelphia lawyer's arguments, or sea lawyer's 
arguments, or whatever you want to call them, are brought in here. Did the 
Control Commission question Comrade White in connection with the suspensioT 
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action? No, Comrade White was not here in New York, so he was not called 
before the Control COlnmission. It wasn't necessary. Comrade White is a 
leader of record in the Robertson-Mage- V.lbite group, and when leaders stand 
up and proclaim themselves as leaders and take responsibility for a line, 
they've got to accept the consequences of that line. Comrade White falls in 
that category. 

Why do we suspend now? Vlhy don't we wait for the plenum? Those 
questions are just an indirect way of asking why we are doing anything at all 
about disloyalty. We didn't have any trial proceedings, one spokesman for 
the minority says. Another one complains that the Control Commission 
dragged their hearings out for weeks and weeks and weeks. They argue up 
one side of a que stion or down the other depending on what little axe they 
want to grind at the moment. 

Why does the Political Committee suspend now? Because it's con
fronted with a fact of disloyalty to the party. It's the duty of the Political 
Committee to act and it acted. The Political Committee has referred the 
question of further disciplinary action to the plenum, not because there's an.y 
doubt in the Political Committee I s mind about what's got to be done, but 
because we're confronted with so important a question of disloyalty and indis
cipline that it must be brought to the attention of the plenum, and the plenum 
should bring it to the attention of the whole party. 

Tim says the Control Commission report mentions not one single 
action by the Robertson-Mage- White minority, all it shows is that they stated 
a point of view. He says that point of view was stated over a year ago. Well, 
about a year ago, Tim Wohlforth disavowed that point of view. But not a 
single one of the leaders of the Robertson-Mage- White group has done so, 
and not a single person speaking in the name of that group here tonight did so. 
They wiggle like greased pigs and raise all kinds of diverting, distorting, 
vulgar arguments-from the point of view of "Bolshevik political concepts 
and organizational principles ll if you please. They do everything but disavow 
their hostility to the party. They do everything but disavow their practices 
of double recruiting. They do everything but disavow their split perspective 
in the party. They do everything but disavow their intentions to. conduct a 
raiding operation and a wrecking operation from inside the party. The whole 
intent, aim, line and practice of the group, as it is promulgated and taught 
by its leadership and carried out, is set forth in those documents, and that's 
a declaration of war upon the party. If this party doesn't know how to meet 
that kind of a declaration of war, we just as well all put on our hats and 
coats, go out, lock the door, throw the key away and let the landlord worry 
about where hels going to get next month's rent because we'll be out of busi
ness as a party. 

Steve argues that we only brought up the question of a study group; 
that the comrades who were suspended were suspended for their political 
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oplnlons. He says this is going to paralyze thought inside the party. All 
these arguments he raised in his best judicial manner, that is, before he got 
back to his seat and started to heckle other speakers like a hooligan. He 
leaves out, among other things, one little point-the matter of loyalty to the 
party. How can a person who takes this party seriously be neutral, Steve, 
when a question of loyalty to the party is involved? 

Henry G. gets up here and calls the Control Commission professional 
cops, if you please. What a piece of uncomradely insolence that was. How 
do you feel about the question of loyalty to the party? Do you take it seriously 
or don't you? You'll find a big majority of this party does. 

Doug makes reference to the Smith Act on the question of advocacy not 
acts-dragging in something that's got nothing whatever to do with the case 
before us. Our fight against the Smith Act has to do with the right of the 
people of this country to organize politically on the basis of any program they 
choose, without governmental interference or reprisals, and having organized 
politically into a party, to express themselves freely, fight for their program. 
Vi e defend these rights for our party and every other party. But we don It 
invite opponent parties to enter the Socialist Vvorkers Party to conduct an 
inside operation calculated to destroy the party. We say, no, if you want to 
be an opponent of our party, if you want to be disloyal to our party, if you 
want to combat our party, do it from the outside, don't try to do it on the 
inside. The same thing goes for those suspended by the Political Committee. 
They haven't got a right to conduct a wrecking operation inside this party, but 
we'll defend their democratic right to act as an opponent party apart from us 
and opposing us in the public arena. There's a world of difference, Doug, 
and it 1 s got something to do with fundamental Bolshevik principles that you 
ought to refre sh your recollection about. 

Steve argues that the suspension of the leaders of the Robertson-Mage
White group means in practice the outlawing of factions in this party. He 
drags in, completely out of context, in a very learned, professorial way, of 
course, an action of the Bolsheviks under revolutionary conditions in tem
porarily suspending factions. He says now our party is expelling a faction 
and that means we will allow no more factions inside the party. Nothing 
could be further from the truth and you know it, or you ought to know it. 
You said youtve been 25 years in the party. That would be since 1938. There 
has been quite a few factions, quite a few tendencies, there's been quite a 
rich body of internal party experience in that ti.."TIe. What is being done now 
by the Political Committee, in these circumstances, is in direct accordance 
with what the policy of the party has been all down through the whole 25 year s 
you1ve been in it. If you don't remember it, go back and refresh your recol
lection. 

Somebody argued we didn't suspend the Marcyites. No, they walked 
out. They beat us to the draw. The Cochranites didn1t do that. They got 
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of factions inside the Socialist Workers Party. And do you know~ we've had 
some factions since. And we've tolerated them, we've tolerated them. It's 
a phoney argument that we're suppressing the right of organized dissent in 
the party, it's a fake and a fraud from beginning to end. They're not really 
arguing for the simple right to have a faction, they're arguing for the right 
to do as they damn please as a faction, without the party being able to do 
anything about it. And that they can't have, that they can't have. 

Harry T. says the minority has the right to fight for its ideas. Nobody 
denies that, and they sure were given a good chance, and they sure exercised 
the opportunity to the best of their ability, and nobody stopped them. They 
lost the argument as far as the political issues were concerned. Now they've 
got to face the question of their responsibility to the party in a very fundamen .. 
tal sense, the members of the Robertson-Mage-White group. Are you going 
to be loyal to the party? Are you going to be disciplined? Are you going to 
abide by the basic party principles? Or are you going to continue as the fac
tion has been acting, and screaming, as you did tonight. that this party is 
descending into Stalinist monolithism. That can only be viewed by the party 
as an attempt to conceal the fact that the group intends to continue acting in 
an indisciplined and disloyal manner. That's something to think about and 
think about very seriously. 

Arthur Phelps says we're getting into the habit of dealing with political 
questions organizationally. Well you know, I think there's quite a good many 
comrades in the party, who are fed up with the acts of indiscipline and dis
loyal conduct on the part of this group and who would say the opposite is true. 
We've let them get away with so much that some comrades are afraid we're 
getting rusty organizationally. Comrade Phelps says the PC should present 
a political analysis of the Robertson-Mage- White group_ Well- after all!
we!ve gone through several years! discussion on an ascending scale, with the 
dispute reaching from one question to another to another, and finally cul
minating in a very intensive pre-convention discussion in which all questions 
were open for consideration. Still Comrade Phelps says we ought to present 
a political analysis of the minority! The Robertsonites have had a chance to 
pop off for a long time and everybody that knows the time of day knows what 
their line is and why they stand for. We're not a perpetual talk shop and we're 
not about to do a retake on that scene. 

There's another small factor involved. We're dealing now with the 
question of basic principles of the party. We're dealing with a question of 
protecting the integrity of this party, it's inner vitality, its good and welfare, 
its whole future. And it .so happens that this party has some well-defined 
principles that are to be enforced. It's not a matter of starting a debate now 
as to whether or not we've got some principles and if so what we should do 
about them. The principles are established. They're the fundamental con
cepts on which this party has been constructed and they're going to be 
enforced. 
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Now, some sneering reference was made by one of the speakers, I 
forget who, to the fact that the Political Committee motion quotes the 1938 
resolution. Well that 1938 resolution quoted in the P. C. motion just happens 
to be a basic organizational document, adopted at the founding convention of 
the party, and it sets forth the basic concepts and principles upon which the 
party is organized. Let me tell you something else that's in that resolution. 
It describes the task before our party in this country as involving what can be 
expected to be one of the most ruthless and irreconcilable struggles for power 
in all of history. It states that an organization that is loosely knit, hetero
geneous and undisciplined would be utterly incapable of accomplishing the 
revolutionary socialist tasks that the party sets for itself. That resolution 
states that the party must make an unconditional demand upon its member
ship for complete discipline and 100 per cent loyalty. Those are basic prem
ises that are fundamental to the very existence of this party, and the party 
leadership is charged with the responsibility of scrupulously protecting not 
only the rights of minorities, but also the principle of majority rule in keeping 
with the concepts of democratic centralism. The party cannot tolerate indis
cipline. The party cannot, and it will not, tolerate disloyalty. It is the duty 
of the leadership of this party to see that its principles are enforced and this 
leadership is going to see to it. 

I come finally to the motion by Comrade Harry T. to demand that the 
Political Committee lift the suspensions; the statement by Comrade Edie that 
the members control this party and that the members have the right to reverse 
the Political Committee; and the ringing pronouncement by Comrade Al S. 
that the Dobbs regime is not the party. They turn everything upside down. 
They try to make the comrades forget how this party is constructed. Why. 
Y0U wouldn It think that this party just went through an actual experience in 
which there was a completely democratic discussion, during which the leader
ship bent over backwards to assure the fullest democratic rights to minority 
oppositions within the party. A discussion in which everyone who had a point 
of view on any question before the party had an opportunity to express that 
view, had an opportunity to put it in writing and have it published in the bulle
tin just as written. Discussion after discussion, debate after debate, with 
time alloted for reporter s for each viewpoint, were carried on in the branche s, 
The convention was organized through a democratic election of delegates on 
the basis of the branch votes on the resolutions before the party. And that 
convention decided the issues in dispute. 

The convention selected a Nominating Commission. The Nominating 
Commission brought in a slate for the National Committee. Its slate was 
debated on the convention floor, other nominations were made, a secret 
ballot vote was taken and through that vote a National Committee was elected. 
The National Committee in turn designated a Political Committee and desig
nated national officers, including a National Secretary who happens to be me. 
Now, Comrade AI, speaking for the Robertson-Mage- Vlhite faction, tries to 
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stating the Dobbs regime is not th'e party. 

No, of course the Dobbs regime is not the party. What you call the 
Dobbs regime is just myself as National Secretary, constituting only one 
component part of the leader ship. The national leader ship- the regime
includes the Secretariat of the Political Committee, the members of the Poli
tical Committee and the members of the National CommitteeJ all of whom 
were dernocratically elected by the party. To the best of its ability that 
national leadership is carrying out the program and principles On which this 
party was founded. It is insisting on the carrying out of the convention deci
sions. It is demanding disciplined conduct and loyalty from every member of 
the party. So long as the leadership does that there will be no crisis in the 
party. There would be a crisis only if the leadership defaulted on its respon
sibilities. The leadership is not going to default and the membership is going 
to back the leadership, because the action taken by the Political Committee to 
defend the fundamental integrity of this party is necessary to the good and weI·· 
fare of the party and it will be welcomed by the party. 

November 7, 1963 



Farrell Dobbs, 
National Secretary 

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY 
116 University Place 
New York, N.Y. 10003 

Dear comrade Dobbs: 

39 
8 November 1963 

Your letter of November 2nd conveying the Political COmmi.ttee t s 
decision to suspend me from membership in the party is ackno\\11edged_ 

By a Leninist standard, this suspension is illegal. The Control 
Commission, through adroit selection of phrases from the Robertson
Ireland document, can only t'>leakly conclude that a I hostile and 
disloyal attitude toward the party is clearly manifested.' A wrong 
attitude, comrade Dobbs~ The Control Commission, after nearly two 
hours of interrogation and after reading both documents which I 
submitted (the second half of the Robertson-Ireland document and 
T1;Jhat the Discussion is Really Aboutl) can only come up with a 
!hostile and disloyal attitude.' This is false. 

I think that men's minds are most clearly read in their actions. 
Yet the Control Commission is unable to produce evidence of any 
disloyal actions. Why not? Because, Comrade Dobbs, there have 
been none. 

It is left to the Secretariat, in its November 1st motion to the 
Political Committee to charge that provisions of the 1938 organi
zational resolution, 'On the Internal Situation and the Character 
of the Party,' were violated. This charge, Comrade Dobbs, is a 
lie. This motion is dishonest because it does not even fairly 
state what I wrote. This motion is cynical because it goes beyond 
the Control Commission's findings. This motion is disloyal 
because it attacks a minority tendency member for his opinions 
and ideas alone. Here is how a Bolshevik views tendencies and 
discipline: 

If there are no ••• tendencies, if the membership is fairly 
homogeneous, there will be only temporary groupings--unless 
the leadership is incorrect. And this will be shown best 
in practice. So, when a difference occurs, a discussion should 
take place, a vote be taken; and a majority line adopted. 
There must be no discrimination against the minority; any 
personal animosity will compromise not them but the leader
ship. Real leadership __ ~;Lll 1?e friendly and loyal to the 
disciplined minority. 

It is true, of course, that discussion always provokes feel
ings which remain for some time. Political life is full of 
difficulties--personalities clash--they widen their dissen
sions--they get in each other's hair. These differences 
must be overcome by common experience, by education of the 
rank and file, by the leadership proving-it is right. Dis
Cipline is built by education, not only by statutes. Organi
zational measures should be resorted to only in extreme cases. 



It was the elastic life within it which allowed the Bol
shevik Party to build its discipline. Even after the 
conques t of po~ver, Bulcharin and other members of the party 
voted against the government in the Central Executive on 
important questions, such as the German peace, and in so 
doing lined themselves t'Ji th those Social Revolutionists t'Jho 
soon attempted armed insurrection against the Soviet state. 
But Bukharin VJas not expelled. Lenin said, in effect: 
IWe will tolerate a cer~ain lack of discipline. We will 
demonstrate to them that we are right. Tomorrow they will 
learn that our policy is correct, and they will not break 
dis cipline so quickly. I ~x_tJlts_J;:~4.() __ n..Q.t_a~""Z:!-E..e_j;_1:!.e dis
senting comrades to. imitate __ t)1.s= Ji_r:.r_QKall_C_e __ o}·_J?~Darin. 
Rathei"cfo- I~r-ec6mmEmd--"tl1a 1;-the_ ~le_ade};·§)1~.pJ.~earns from the 
lliLtien~~'A!icr=f~c_t 2~[Ji~nIn.-- T :C.D • Trotsky, I-n the 'Midcl)_~Of 
the Road, pp.29-30. Some emphases added.] -

Do n('c--1nt-erpret the use of this quotation as an admission of havJng 
bro}\:en discipline. I have not. It is you, Comrade Dobbs, and the 
Se<..:l'etariat ~vho are behaving in an undisciplined fashion. You 
are penalizing me for the lcrime r of submitting my views and 
opinions to a loyal and disciplined minority tendency for considera
tion. The question is not even whether or not these views were 
adopted by the tendency--which they were not--but whether or not 
I had the right to offer dissenting vie~vs wi thou t the sanction of 
the leadership faction. 

If I had committed a heinous act against the party, ~ would have 
been tried and expelled. This would be proper. But my alleged 
crime is entirely in the realm of ideas. This is a frame-up, Com
rade Dobbs, and is unworthy of a man who has struggled so courage
ously in the past against similar outrages. No party member even 
attempted to speak to me in an informal and comradely fashion 
concerning the allegations. There was no attempt to determine if 
this allegedly rotten material could be salvaged. Instead, a 
hard--organizational~-tactic was pursued. Not to determine the 
truth, but to silence loyal opposition~ This is not a Leninist 
tactic. 

Your suspension is therefore illegal as it is based on no crime 
against the party; only disciplined criticism of certain leadership 
policies. I protest this bureaucratic maneuver of the Secretariat 
and demand my right to appeal this criminal act before the National 
COl"Jmittee at the earliest possible moment. Meanwhile, ignoring 
the provocation, I shall continue to abide by party discipline 
which flows from the program of the Fourth International. 

Leninist greetings, 

Laurence Ireland 



Political Committee 
Socialist Workers' Party 
116 UniverSity Place 
New York 3, N.Y. 

Dear Comrades, 

NeN York 
10 November, 1963 

The Political Committee resolution of November 1, suspending 
five comrades from membership in the Socialist Workers' Party, 
constitutes a crime against the fundamental principles of the 
Trotskyist movement. I and the other comrades have been excluded 
from the party for no other reason than our consistent, open, and 
loyal political struggle against the abandonment of Marxism by 
the clique(s) in control of the S.W.P. That this Cannon-Kerry
Dobbs apparatus did not have the courage to declare openly the 
real motive and ground for its act, but resorted instead to the 
familiar Stalinist methods of slander and frame-up, proves the 
drastic extent of the political and organizational degeneration 
of the S.W.P. leading clique(s). 

This is a harsh charge, admittedly, but the texts of the 
Political Committee resolution of November 1 and of the Control 
Commission report on ~'1hich it is allegedly based provide more 
than conclusive evidence that it is true. 

A. The Control Commission report does not charge me or any 
other opposition comrade with a single violation of party dis
cipline, with a single hostile or disloyal act. Why? Obviously 
because we have engaged in nothing even remotely approaching such 
an act. 

B. The Control Commission accuses us of one thing alone -
a 'hostile and disloyal attitude' : we are thus accused of 
nothing but a thought-crime. Anyone who actually needs to have 
the totalitarian nature of-thiS accusation pointed out to him is 
referred to the speeches of Cannon and Dobbs on the Smith Act 
trials. 

C. The 'evidence' presented by the Control Commission for 
its charge of subversive thoughts is drawn entirely from two 
internal discussion documents of the opposition dating from mid-
1962: a series of fragments wrenched from their real context 
and strung together with dots in the fashion of the best schools 
of falsification. But this mendacious presentation is the small
est fault in the i'Jhole frame-up. The Control Commission concludes 
its 'findings' with this declaration: 'In these statements by 
the Robertson-Mage-White minority their hostile and disloyal 
attitude toward the party is clearly manifested.' THIS IS A 
CONSCIOUS, DELIBERATE, BARE-FACED LIE. The Control Commission 
knew perfectly well that the documents Signed by Robertson, 
Ireland, and Harper were personal discussion contributions and 
had never been adopted, in whole or in part, by the 'Robertson
Mage-White minority.' 
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Why was this LIE necessary? In order to drag comrade White 

and myself, as leading figures of the opposition, into the frame
up against Robertson, Ireland, and Harper; and thus to take the 
last step before exclusion of the opposition as a whole. This 
LIE is prima faci,e evidence that the real motive of the operation 
is the suppression of political dissent. 

D. Not content even with the falsifications of the Control 
Commission report, the Political Committee resolution introduces 
still another cheap swindle by accepting the thought-crime charges 
of the Control Commission as evidence regarding luridly and 
slanderously outlined 'leadership practice,s of the Robertson-Mage
Whi te group.' It thus can conclude: llJ:'hose concepts, methods, 
and practices, are alien to our party, wholly disloyal,' and utterly 
intolerabl'e. T One can only be amazed by the cynicism with which 
the leadership clique(s) cites a Control Commission report dealing 
only with 'concepts' as evidence for false accusations regarding 
J ,!!l.ethod,s' and 'practices.' 

E. Finall;y', the entire procedure used against us is not 
merely dishonest--it is in direct contradiction with the provisions 
of the S.W.P. constitution, and therefore utterly illegal. Article 
VIII, Section 3 states: 'Charges against any member shall be made 
in writing and the accused member shall be furnished with a copy 
in advance of the trial.' I have no way of knowing if charges, 
~Jri tten or oral, were ever made against me--I do know that if such 
charges exist I was never furnished with a copy of them, and still 
less did I ever get a chance to answer these hypothetical charges 
at a trial. 

If this exclusion of the opposition is allowed to stand, 
whether in the hypocritical guise of 'suspension' or as open 
expulsion, the career of the S.W.P. as a revolutionary-socialist 
party Nill have come to an end. The political degeneration of 
the S.W.P. has already turned the concept of workers' democracy 
into an empty fetish, at least in the cases of the majority's 
policy on Cuba and Algeria. Now the exclusion of the opPosition 
~'Jithin the S.W.P. itself eliminates the basic right of the members 
of a democratic proletarian organiza
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tion--the right to unite on a 
common political program in opposition to that of the existing 
leadership. Henceforward opponents of the leading clique(s) will 
have no rights: at most they can hope to be tolerated so long as 
the lead~hip does not regard their 'concepts' as 'hostile' or 
'disloyal' • 

The duty of the party is clear. These criminal exclusions 
m.uEt. be unc~ndi tionally rescinded and...,:tnose. responsible for their 
perpetration severely oensured. The alternative is irremediable 
bureauc-ra ti c" degeneration. 

Fraternally, 

Shane Mage 



The National COIllilli tiee 
Socialist Workers Party 
116 Oni versi ty Place 
New York 3, New York 

Dear Comrades: 
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Fullerton, California 
November 12, 1963 

I am profoundly disturbed by the action of the Political Committee suspend
ing comrades Robertson, White et al, from membership in the Party. 

Let me say at the outset that no one could differ more drastically from 
the political position of this group than I. I have never read one of their 
documents with which I did not violently disagree, and their opinions on 
"the ll,Negro questionll are particularly repugnant. 

This, however, is irreleyant. I do not have to point out to fellow Trotsky
ists, the role of differences of opinion in the development of a correct 
program. Nor do I need to use historical analogy to ShOVl that those who 
make serious political mistakes at one period may playa valuable role in 
the revolutionary movement at another. 

1 do not intend at this time to go into a detailed examination of charges 
made against this group. The most important charge, and the one which con
cerns me, is that these comrades have failed to maintain the organizational 
loyalty demanded of members of the Socialist Workers Party. 

What is this loyaJ.ty which the Political Committee demands? If it consists 
in the suppression of legitimate programmatic differences, and the abandon
ment of all attempts to change the opinions of the majority, then it is the 
sort of loyalty which will lead inevitably to political isolation and defeat. 
The right to differ from the majority, the right to organize dissenting 
groups within the Party, the right to proselytize among both members and 
potential members so long as it is not done in the ~ of. the Party, and 
does not monopolize and disrupt Party meetings, must be vigorously protected. 
To deny these rights to any member, no matter how mistaken he may be, must 
inevi tably lea.d to the establishment of the sort of II monoli thism" which 
is so hateful to us ",11. Furthermore, any member who has not been convinced 
by convention discussion, by documents, by argument both polemical and 
friencUy, but who wil.l abandon and ceaSe to advocate an idea which he be
lieves to be correct from fear of o.isciplinary action, is a spineless 
weakling and hardly the stuff of which revolutionaries are made. 



It is ad.mi ttedly difficult to maintain a revolutionary organization in the 
introverted circumstances in which we are forced to exist. The temptation 
to concentrate on internal disputes and to exaggerate their importance and 
gravity is difficult to resist. But it must be resisted if we hope to in
crease our numbers. After the bitter experience of the Russian Communist 
J?arty, the manner in which a part;! treats its dis sen ters will be a criterion 
to those whom we must have to make a revolution. Our record must be immacu
late in this respect! 

I urge you to rescind irn..lledia tely this unfortunate ac tion of the Political 
Committee. 

Comradely, 

Wendell Phillips 
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STATEMENT ON SUSPENSION OF ROBERTSON-TENDENCY MEMBERS: 

November 15, 1963, By Clara Kaye; Dick supports this statement. 

1. The Seattle Branch representative to the Nominating Commission at the 
July Convention questioned the procedure of the Commission on 2 counts: 
penalizing two Wohlforth-tendency National Committee members by throwing 
them off the Committee in response to charges made against them in the Con
vention and refusing to place Robertson on the Committee for similar reasons. 
The Nominating Commission thus transformed itself into a virtual Control 
Commis sion and exacted punishment--without any hearing or trial on the 
charges. This procedure was unprecedented. The Convention was presented 
with a ~ accompli--an execution before a trial. 

2. The current suspension, accordingly, was well prepared psychologically. 
But that does not make it politically or legally supportable in terms of demo
cratic centralism and the SWP Constitution. The latter nowhere enjoins com
rades of any tendency from engaging in private, personal and normal debate 
over disputed questions or any other questions; to cite the Constitution as evi
dence against the suspended members is meaningless. 

3. The Control Commission was represented by only one regular member. 
In a case of this seriousness, surely the entire Commission should have been 
involved. 

4. The Control Commission evidently never held a hearing nor solicited the 
reactions of the minority to the charges. The party has not heard the other 
side; the minority had no chance whatsoever for self-defense. The Control 
Commission therefore acted not as an impartial body serving the party as a 
whole, but exclusively as an agent of the Political Committee, which is not 
its proper role. 

5. Not actions or official group policy are being punished here, but the ideas 
of two individual minority lTIembers. And 5 people are suspended. Both pos
sible intent and guilt by association with individual ideas are the crime here. 
Yet it would appear that the charge is more dangerous than the crime. 

6. How did personal minority documents come to be in the hands of the Con
trol Commission? Have minorities no longer the right to internal private 
discussion amongst themselves? 

7. The "double recruitment" charge is puzzling. A minority often recruits 
a person to the party and not to itself at the same time. This mayor may not 
materialize later. But a minority may recruit a person to both, simultane
ously, or almost so. The charge of disloyalty would only make sense if 
someone were recruited only to the faction and not to the party. or out of the 
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party and into the faction. This is exactly what the Goldman-Morrow faction 
did, as well as some other factions in the past. But this is not the charge in 
this case. 

8. The one Robertson tendency member in Seattle (recruited in New York) is 
an active and reliable branch member and youth organizer. His behavior 
would belie the almost wholesale charge of Robertson-tendency disloyalty. Is 
there concrete evidence in other branches of disloyal behavior, selective 
activity, contempt for the party: etc.? In lieu of this type of real evidence, 
the Control Commission has given us only an indignant expose of two unutter
ably ignorant and pretentious documents by two minority members; but since 
when has individual stupidity, privately or publicly expressed, been grounds 
for suspension? This is, indeed, an impos sible precedent. 

9. Such primitive fervor against a generally young and sincerely revolutionary 
tendency, their own factionalism notwithstanding, is unneces sary and ultimate", 
ly degrading. The present explanation of the suspension is entirely unconvinc
ing. 

Seattle, Washington 



National Co~~ttee 
Socialist Workers Party 

Dear Comrades: 

47 New York 
November 18, 1963 

I have received notification of my suspension from party 
membership, not for any alleged disloyal acts on my part but 
on the basis of a single sentence culled from a document I 
once submitted to the Minority tendency. This document was 
neither discussed nor voted on V'iithin the tendency. The views 
contained in it are my own personal opinions, and I take full 
responsibility for them. 

I would like to call attention to certain statements in 
this document which the Control Commission did not see fit to 
quote in its rather tselective t report. In paragraph 1 I state 
that minority orientation, objectives, and perspectives in youth 
t'Jork must be formulated wi thin the framework of a primary per
spective as a minority tendency in the party. Continuing along 
this line, in the second paragraph of the document I state: 
tThe party not only limits us in the discussion of our politics 
within the youth, but prohibits us from revealing this limitation. 
vie are not even able to discuss openly the relation of the party 
to the youth organization. In our \'I7ork in the youth we must act 
§:~ ~ipline9. ~ .m.~mber:s '§,!C!£l£ Yip1es:,:even-wn;~ S'WP-discipT:Uie 
1E. coun~eEPos~ tc: L~nini~t Er.i.E.£ip1~. I !"ii"'"tne I ~1't.flparagraph 
I make clear that:wn~Ie minority comrades in the youth ought to 
consult on questions coming before the youth organization, that 
t;h~Y-dO not act as a disciplined caucus or faction in that work. 
It seems~fO me that it should be Eerfectly clear to anyone read
ing my document--that is, to any6ne not u"tteriy blinded by 
factional prejudice--that even though I disagree totally \ldth the 
distorted concept of party-youth relations currently practiced 
by the S'\tJP, nevertheless I unconditionally advocate abiding by 
these grossly perverted standards because of the overriding 
importance we place on carrying out what we consider to be not 
only a necessary but an obligatory political struggle within the 
SvlP. And, if my document alone were not sufficient to make this 
clear, I also furnished the Control Commission \lJith a several
pages long cover-letter to the document written to Comrade Freeman 
in Seattle at the time explaining why I felt the document was 
necessary, outlining the youth and tendency situation in New York, 
and explaining several parts of the document in greater detail. 
But the Control Commission was not interested in this, or in the 
obvious intent of the document as a whole, in their search for an 
individual tidbit which might sound unsavory out of context. In 
my whole document they were only able to find oneL And even then 
the Secretariat in its motion felt it necessary-to change the 
words of this sentence, which were that we should seek to work 'wher 
we are relatively free from the hindrance of large majority 
fractions' ••• I to' 'I seeking to work as free 1 an c'ers' in areas where 
they are unhindered by the pres~~~e of comrades 'loyal to the 
party. t 
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As a matter of fact, minority youth comrades have had the 

chance to engage in just the sort of work I advocated ever since 
last February. I am referring to our work on the Columbia campus. 
There we built a socialist forum, sponsored two majority-speakers, 
held weekly sales, and distributed leaflets on all party-held or 
supported functions. All views presented by us in the forum were 
in accord with the majority line,and no other person we worked 
with knew that we were in any sort of minority in the YSA or SWP. 
In short, our ~]ork there was a model of disciplined functioning 
i-vhich no OD.e can challenge. How, then, could this sort of work 
benefit the Minority? Through the simple fact that anyone won 
to socialism by our arguments and our work will naturally have 
political respect for the person recruiting them. And once in 
the YSA the rabid factionalism, constant organizational injustices: 
and false, slanderous attacks per~etrated by majority youth against 
minority supporters will (and has) only serve to bind most people 
we recruit closer to us and predispose them to consider a minority 
viewpoint during proper discussions. The very factionalism of 
the New York youth majority which I have just attempted to describe 
(~vhich, in fact, practically defies description) has made it 
largely impossible for a minority supporter to function as a 
political person in arenas heavily dominated by the Majority; and 
as a matter of fact, ~lhere possible the Majority has consciously 
sought to prevent minority supporters from engaging in normal 
arenas of mass work (for example removing Shirley from southern 
SNCC, refusing to let Edith join CORE, etc.). 

One final ~JOrd, on the Control Commission investigation 
itself. This investigation could in no sense of the word be 
termed impartial, or hardly even an 'investigationt • The two 
comrades conducting the investigation were Comrades Chester and 
Tabor. The former is the wife of a leading majority member of 
the :National Committee and both have been years-long supporters 
of the central party leadership, incapable of distinguishing 
between loyalty to this leadership (a leadership and line we 
openly s tate we v·dsh to replace) and loyal ty to the party. If 
this is not sufficient to establish the pre-biased nature of the 
investigating body, there is also the fact that Comrade Chester 
remarked to Comrade Harry T. nearly a year ago (months before 
the investigation) that we were dls1oyal~ The investigators 
assumed from the beginnin~ that we were guilty and even obviously 
thought that t'Je "alSO knew we t'Jere t guil tyt 1 and the bulk of the 
investigation-itself consisted of attempts to trap us into admit
ting that we were guilty on one or another point. This is why· 
I say the procedure could scarcely be termed an 'investigation! 0 

In addition, sadly enough, the complete lack of understanding of 
the partyts organizational prinCiples and statutes by the comrades 
conducting the investigation is revealed in their report itself. 
This report was incompetent even from the point of view of the 
needs of the party leadership and has placed them in the embarrass
ing position of having to go beyo!:!.9: the findings of the Commission 
(to tl'-lis t the !.houghts and a tti tudes cited in the report into 
t methods t and t practic·es f) in their final attempt to get rid of 
us (after having failed to drive us from the party in 2 1/2 years 
of ever-increasing organizational provocation and harrassment). 
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I have nothing more to say than that at all times I have 

abided by the organizational statutes and principles of the 
party as stated in the 1938 convention decision and in the party 
constitution, and believe that these statutes are correct and 
necessary for the functioning of a Bolshevik organization, and I 
protest to the uttermost my suspension from the party. 

Fraternally, 

Lynne Harper 



STATEMENT TO NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON ROBERTSON GROUP SUSPEnSIONS 

Tho Trotskyist movement was born in the struggle against the 

bureaucratic de;eneration of the \vorkers state and of the revolu

ionary par cy of the YiOrJdng class. 

It is therefore hardly necessary to say that never in the 

history of the Trotskyist m6vement have comradcs been suspended, 

not for what they I112y have dono, but their ideas. 

In the cv..rrent suc-3pension of members of a minority tendency, 

namely Comrades Robertson, Mage j Whit~j Ireland, Harper, the 

Poli tical GOl1lJnit,tee has not only suspended comrades for their 

ideas 1 vITri tten for internal tendency discussion some time ago j 

but has also suspended some who mayor may not share these ideas. 

At tho proper time: W8 :;!ropose to disc'uss the political prob-

lems whicl1. have led to these organizational crisis steps. For 

the moment we repeat that poli:tical problems cannot. he solved by 

or';cmizational' steps. Indeed as the current suspensions indicate, 

tho lmderlying political problem is emphasized. 

We call upon tlJ8 National Committee in its forthcoming plen

ary session to uphold the unblemished history of the Trotskyist 

move:nent. \7e call upon the National COITHIli ttce to uphold the rev

olutionary honor of the SVIP by liftin2,' the suspensions of all the 

comY'ados involved. 

--Reorganized Minority Tendency 

submitted 11/21/63 
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Motion Passed l2:i New Haven Branch Nov-ember 28, 1963 

THE NEW HAVEN BRANCH PROTESTS THE '::>U'::>P&~.:iION OF THE ROBE...F{TSON GROOP. 

THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THAT j\.J.'JY TRIAL OF THESE COMRADES TOOK. PLACE. THERE 

IS INS[)FFICIEN'T EVIDENCE THAT DISLOYAL CONTi'_CTS WEltE !vJADE WITH OOT,sIDE 

GROUPS OR THAT VIOLATIONS OF PARTY DISCIPLINE TO uK PLACE. THE CHARGES 

ALL REVOLVE AROUND S'IA.TEfViENTS MADE IN INTERNAL DISCUSSION. WE REQUEST 

THE PC TO RECO.Nc;IDER THE SUSPENSION. IF 'rHERE IS EVIDENCE OF OVERT ACTS 

OF VIOLATION OF PARTY DISCIPLINE, THE COMRADES SHOOLD BE BROUGHT TO TRIAL. 

### 

Vote on motion: 5 For; 1 Opposed. 



For NC and CC Information 

Seattle, Washington 
November 29, 1963 

Political Committee 
Socialist Workers Party 

Dear Comrades: 
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In regards to the suspension of the Robertson group: It is my opinion 
that this action was taken in haste and a somewhat arbitrary manner. It also 
appears to me that the trial--indeed if they had a trial, was not in the best 
procedures of democratic centralism. It is my belief that they were denied 
the privilege of having formal charges preferred against them before the 
whole party membership. And that they were denied access to internal bulle
tins and other party channels to defend their position and allegations against 
them. It is also my belief that the manner and method of their suspension was 
highly irregular and not in keeping with the best traditions of our party and 
the principles of proletarian democracy. 

The rights of minorities to defend their position through regular party 
channels is the cornerstone of proletarian democracy. And the right to have 
formal charges preferred against them before the whole party membership 
stating their errors of commission and ommission is a fundamental principle 
of democratic centralism. 

The best traditions of proletarian democracy demands that all trials, 
suspensions and disciplinary actions be based squarely on the issues involved 
under the objective circumstances and that the only partiality shown is a 
partiality to revolutionary principles, the preservation of the party and the 
be 5t intere sts of the working das s . Any weakening of laxity in the fulfillment 
of the requirements of this principle can only tend to damage our party in the 
eyes of the workers and weaken the morale of all our comrades. 

In 1954 I was locked out of the Communist Party. I was denied either a 
hearing or a trial, which I repeatedly demanded. I was denied any access to 
any body or organ of the party to defend my position and refute the slanders 
and accusations hurled at me. Comrades, I do not wish to see any form or 
degree of this creep into our party. It is precisely the opposite of this that 
attracted me to the SWP. In the SWP I found a party where even the most 
erroneous of my ideas and proposals were heard, expounded and corrected. 
To be a Socialist one must continually grow, both ideologically and politically. 
Without the clash of divergent views, discussion, study and activity this is 
impos sible. 
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I respectfully ask the Political Committee to reconsider the suspension 
of the Robertson group, and to re-examine the evidence and charges against 
them. And if then, in their considered opinion they find these comrades in 
violation of party discipline and! or democratic centralism that formal charges 
be placed against them and that they be allowed access to internal bulletins 
and all legitimate channels to defend their position and refute or attempt to 
refute the charges against them. 

It has not been made clear to me by the communications from the N. O. 
or PC that violations of party discipline have been committed. 

Nothing in this letter is to be construed as endorsement of the views 
or policies of the Robertson group. 

Comradely, 

! signed! 

Jack Wright 
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COpy 

'fa THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE PL;~NUM 

DEC&lliBER 27-29, 1963 

The suspension of Comrades Hopertson, White, et al. by the Political 
Commi ttee is, in my ol)i11ion, a violation of' our principle of democratic 
centralism as we have llitherto conceived it, and as is necessary if the 
party is to remain on a revolutionary course. I therefore protest this 
action to the National Committee Plenum ~~d urge its reversal. 

I have no sympathy whatever with the outrageous statements made by 
some of these com:cades in their own internal tendency documents; nor do I 
view kindly what seems to be their grou~ objectives. But reprehensible as 
this may be, the far more :Lmportant question for the revolutionary integ
rity and healthy growth of the party is the right of comrades of a minority 
group, or any other comrade to hold and express views, be they ever so 
cri tical. 

To members of the leading party body, the National Committee, it should 
not be necessary to emphasize the importance of ma.intaining that right. 
Only the most complete freedom of eXl)ression of contrary views, even mis
taken ones, without, of course) ill~eri'ering in any way with the pursuance 
of' regular party activities and duties--only such practice of internal democ
racy can give reasonable assurance of arriving at correct IJolicies. A good 
deal has Deen said about demands for internal party democracy elsewhere--
in China for instance. Let us make sure that we ourselves set a good ex
ample. It will be helpful also in the very serious task of maintaining 
clear revolutio~ary perspectives. 

'rhe suspended comrades are charged with disloyalty to the party; the 
charge is based merely on opinions expressed in internal tend.ency documents. 
No acts have been cited to ,justify the charge. In any event, 10yEtlty to 
the party and to the principles for which it stands can be tested only over 
a ;>eriod of time and under varying conditions. In no cEtse can the mere 
engaging in, or refraining froefl, shar,) criticism be considered a measure of 
loyalty. 

I submit this J)rotesL in all earnestness to the National Cornn.:.i ttee, 
hOf.ling for favorable action. In cOoWl9ction with the Milwaukee case my pro
test was rebuffed by the PC, and in the type of rude terms that should not 
be .i-H"·.:;,cticGd among comrades. 1 was accused of mistc.lking t.he party majority 
as "no·~hing more than a rivaJ. faction.1i l~o, Comrades:, I am not making that 
mi.stake. I l~now the mc~jority is trw~)arty leadership. 1 respect t.hat as 
an establislieci f8.~t. ·:Chis does not mean that I consider tt!e leadership to 
be free from factionalism. Quite tI"l0 contrary. In the case of these sus
peYlsions iJo1i tical differences are settled by organizational means--by 
Glean;:; ;)f a purge--which can have no other motivaticn than that of factional
isn;. Therein lies the great danger to the l)arty. Unless this is changed, 
it can lead st.cD.ight to the monoli thism we abhor. 

December 5, 1963 Arne Swabeck. 




